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Message from Student Co-Directors

Dear Readers

The fourth edition of the Snider Undergraduate Research Journal exemplifies the resilience,

adaptability, and excellence of this year’s fellows. For the first time ever, the entire program was

held virtually--including interviews, workshops, and poster presentations. Despite the

unprecedented environment, our fellows were able to accomplish an already enormous task,

creating and publishing a research paper and poster. Each project embodies the mission

statement of the Ed Snider Center, “to research and teach in order to improve our

understanding of the historical development, institutions and philosophical premises of

capitalism and its effect on economic and social outcomes and the maintenance and

proliferation of stable and widely shared prosperity.”

We thank the guidance and mentorship of the faculty at the Ed Snider Center, the professors at

the University of Maryland, and this year’s fellows for helping us facilitate an amazing program.

The SURE 2020-2021 cohort epitomizes the future of research--that in the face of challenging

circumstances, innovation and inquiry will always prevail.

Ashley Deng

Joey Ward

Jackson Devadas



Letter from the Executive Director

Dear Readers: 

Prior to the inception of the Snider Undergraduate Research Fellows (SURE) 
program in 2015, undergraduate students at the Robert H. Smith School of Business 
had limited opportunities to conduct truly independent research. Since then, 
students enrolled in SURE engage in the creation and execution of their own original 
research, augmented by the rigorous program’s frameworks and mentorships.

This year’s cohort spanned disciplines and engaged a spectrum of interdisciplinary 
faculty mentors. We are proud to have many of our fellows using this research 
program as a tool to gain a deeper understanding of factors that impact enterprise 
and markets such as privacy, regulation, taxation, information, choice and 
technology adoption. Even those students whose research interests lie outside this 
scope gained a better understanding of the important role of an innovative and 
entrepreneurial mindset. 

In addition to the great work of our fellows, I am exceptionally proud of the fact that 
SURE continues to prosper as a student-operated program. Over the years, student 
leaders, who had been identified from the previous year’s cohort, have created and 
adjusted guidelines and schedules to lead the SURE program to success. From the 
candidate application and acceptance process to the research outcomes and final 
paper, the student directors manage the SURE program with the support from the 
Ed Snider Center’s staff and affiliated faculty. The student directors for 2020-2021 
have truly gone above and beyond in these unprecedented times to ensure that 
support and guidance were always available to the fellows, even remotely.

As the Executive Director of the Ed Snider Center, it is inspiring to see the successes 
and development of all those involved in the SURE program each year. The years 
of 2020 and 2021 have created novel challenges for the SURE fellows and student 
leaders, and each of them met those challenges with determination and creativity. I 
invite you to read this year’s journal, as it showcases the hard work and dedication 
of the fellows and all those who have supported them throughout this process. 

Rajshree Agarwal
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Impact of Smartphone Penetration Rates on
Fintech Adoption in Emerging Markets

Brandon Budoo | Snider Undergraduate Research Fellowship | 2021

Abstract

Introduction

Financial technology (FinTech) is transforming traditional financial services around the

world. The term FinTech refers to technology that automates and facilitates access to financial

services. By providing services such as digital lending, mobile banking, payments, insurance,

and more, fintech makes financial services more accessible to the greater public. Examples of

key FinTech players include Lending Club, PayPal, Square, and Robinhood. Due to higher

convenience and efficiency, consumers are increasingly embracing fintech services utilizing

mobile and cloud computing. Because of this, the FinTech industry is quickly gaining the

attention of traditional financial institutions. According to accounting firm PwC’s Global Fintech

Report, 83% of respondents from traditional financial institutions believe that part of their

business is at risk of being lost to FinTech companies. Furthermore, incumbent banks like

Capital One and Commonwealth Bank of Australia believe that 23% of their business would be

at risk from FinTech development. A few years ago, many believed that FinTech startups would

act as strong competitors to traditional banks, but as these companies grow banks are seeing

opportunities to partner with and invest in FinTech companies to increase efficiency.

On the consumer side, adoption of FinTech services is increasing rapidly. Adoption in

this context is defined as a consumer who has used at least two major FinTech services.

According to accounting firm EY’s Global Fintech Adoption Index 2019, global adoption has
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increased from 16% in 2015 to 64% in 2019, exceeding expectations of the predicted 52%

adoption rate from 2017. Awareness of these companies is also remarkable, with 96% of

consumers worldwide knowing at least one FinTech solution available to assist with money

transfer and payments.

There are many possible explanations as to why this adoption is growing so rapidly. One

rationale is the interference of government policy. In India and Russia, 99.5% of consumers are

aware of Fintech services available for money transfer and payments. This level of awareness is

partly attributed to the government’s announced plan in 2017 to decrease cash in circulation. In

Russia, foreign sanctions have been placed on major banks making alternative providers much

more attractive. Another factor that affects fintech adoption is consumer trust in technology,

which may be influenced by age. Jon Frost’s book “The Technological Revolution in Financial

Services: How Banks, Fintechs, and Customers Win Together” states fintech usage is 48%

among people aged twenty-five to thirty-four, but only 9% among people older than

seventy-five.

Traditional banks and Fintech both have introduced mobile apps and online banking to

their customers. The mobile infrastructure is an important aspect that banking depends on for

customers to access their finances. It accelerates convenience by eliminating the need to live near

a bank which is especially important in developing markets where bank access tends to be more

limited. In addition, according to the Ericsson Mobility Report the development of the

COVID-19 pandemic introduced a behavioral change in the use of mobile phones with 83% of

smartphone users claiming that information and communication technology helped mitigate

physical access restrictions. The report suggests that information and communications

technology (ICT) may help close the gap between developed and developing infrastructures. ICT
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has also made aggregation of data and information processing more efficient. Regarding

financial inclusion, 3.76 billion people executed digitally enabled payment transactions in

January 2020 alone with a total annual value of $4.14 trillion for these transactions. More than 5

billion people around the world now possess a mobile device with over half of them being

smartphones. This ownership of smartphones is growing rapidly.

Based on this chart published by data analysis company Statistica, smartphone

penetration worldwide has increased 240% since 2012 and is expected to increase another 20%

from 2020 to 2023. This increasing trend suggests that financial services is becoming more

accessible to people worldwide through the use of mobile applications and online services.

However, research from the Pew Research Center demonstrates that this distribution of

smartphones is unevenly distributed between developed and developing markets. Their research

shows that in a sample of eighteen developed economies a median of 76% of people have

smartphones compared with a median of 45% in developing economies, the lowest being India

with only 24% owning a smartphone.
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M-Pesa Discussion

Perhaps the most famous example of Fintech accelerating financial inclusion is the

founding of mobile service M-Pesa. Launched by mobile operator Vodafone Group Plc, M-Pesa

is a cellphone-backed banking service founded in 2007 and has three main uses. First, a user can

deposit money at an M-Pesa outlet in return for digital money, called e-float. Second, a user can

exchange e-float for cash. Third, a user can transfer e-float from his/her phone to another mobile

device. Clearly, the success of M-Pesa is dependent on citizens being able to own a smartphone,

as it functions through users’ SIM card. This initiative which increased access to mobile money

has drastically reduced poverty in Kenya. A recent study from Science Magazine showed this

expansion of mobile banking has helped 2% of Kenyan households out of poverty, which is a

substantial 194,000 citizens.

Today, M-Pesa serves over 40 million people in seven African countries--Kenya, Ghana,

Egypt, Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Lesotho. Kenya is the

leading African country in smartphone usage with 91% mobile subscriptions compared to
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Africa’s 80%. Recent research has focused on how Kenya’s mobile banking success can be

replicated in other developing markets. This paper explores the effect of smartphone penetration

in emerging markets on Fintech adoption.

Methodology & Analysis

For analysis, this paper uses a combination of data from reports and data analysis

software for correlation analysis. To examine the correlation between smartphone penetration

and Fintech adoption, a table is made comparing the two and graphing the results. To obtain

Fintech adoption rates in different countries, EY’s Global Fintech Adoption Index 2019 is used.

The report published the following graphic.

This graphic shows adoption rates, as defined in the introduction, for a sample of 27

markets. China and India lead Fintech adoption with 87%, and Japan has the least with 34%. To
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explore the differences between developed and developing countries, I used financial index

company MSCI’s 2020 annual market classification which is shown below.

I then split up the sample from EY’s report by market classification and Fintech adoption rate.

The next step was finding each sample country’s corresponding smartphone penetration

rate for 2019. This data was not found in one source, but most penetration rates were found on

Newzoo’s Global Mobile Market Report 2019 - Light Version. Netherlands, Ireland, Australia,

Canada, Belgium, Peru, Argentina, and South Korea were found on Statistica. And Hong Kong,

Sweden, Switzerland, and South Africa were found on The Government of Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region Press Release, Deloitte Mobile Consumer Survey 2019 Nordic Cut,

eMarketer, and State of ICT Sector Report, respectively. The smartphone penetration rate for
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Singapore, Colombia, and Chile were not used due to difficulty in finding accurate and united

penetration rates to avoid inaccuracy. The correlation tables are shown below.

After creating these two data tables, I graphed the correlations and utilized Pearson’s r

(correlation coefficient). Results are shown below.
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Results

The correlation graph for smartphone penetration rates and Fintech adoption for

developing markets is depicted in green. The graph for smartphone penetration and Fintech

adoption for developing markets is depicted in blue. Excel’s Toolpak data analysis was used to

calculate Pearon’s r. I used the generally accepted scale below to estimate the effect size:

Effect size: If r = +/- 0.5 it is strong, +/- 0.3 it is medium, and +/- 0.1 it is weak.
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Discussion

For developing markets, the trendline suggests that as Fintech adoption increases, mobile

penetration increases, which is expected. For developing markets, r = 0.58 which is a strong

positive correlation. The trendline for emerging markets suggests that as Fintech adoption

increases, there is a weak negative correlation, which was not expected. For emerging markets, r

= -0.09 which is a weak negative correlation. These results are important because they suggest

that smartphone penetration may be important for the expansion of Fintech adoption in

developed countries. On the other hand, smartphone penetration and strength of mobile

infrastructure may not be as important for emerging countries. The financial infrastructure of

emerging markets may have other determinants that can boost Fintech adoption before

smartphone access can play a larger role. In addition, these results may suggest that there is more

opportunity for Fintech growth in emerging markets than in developed countries based on the

potential for financial inclusion. Looking at the data tables, while Fintech adoption may have a

greater average in emerging markets than in developed markets, the average percent of citizens

with a smartphone in a developed country is  higher than in developing countries. This may be

because the ranges between the two market classifications are varied. The range for smartphone

penetration in developed markets is from 57% to 93%. However, the range for smartphone

penetration in emerging markets is from 25% to 91%.

Data for both Fintech adoption rates and smartphone penetration rates were limited by

sample. What may have affected the accuracy of the emerging markets were the smaller sample

size. Only eight markets were graphed, whereas fourteen markets were graphed for developed

countries. In addition, the fact that the smartphone penetrations rates were collected from
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different sources may have affected their accuracy, as there were slight variants in rates for some

countries. Countries which had large variants were not included for this reason.

Conclusion

In conclusion, smartphone penetration rates have different implications for Fintech

adoption rates based on whether a market is developed or emerging. Financial technology growth

is on the rise around the world, and is affecting countries in different ways. Based on the M-Pesa

discussion, the expansion of Fintech adoption in developing and frontier markets has huge

potential to transform a country’s financial system and its effect on financial inclusion. After

looking at the graph results, it appears that financial adoption has a positive correlation with

smartphone access in developed countries, but a weak negative correlation in emerging

countries. This may be due to the variety of smartphone penetration rates in emerging countries

and determinants that need development prior to an expansion of mobile infrastructure.

Future research should examine the effect of these other determinants on Fintech

adoption, such as trust in the banking system and differences in financial inclusion based on age.

It is known that in a frontier or emerging market, Fintech adoption has the potential to impact a

country’s economic status, lessen wealth inequality, and serve the underbanked in ways that

incumbent banks cannot. Perhaps the lower smartphone penetration rate in emerging markets

suggests that there is a greater opportunity for Fintech players to enter and capture the

underbanked population, which may be the population with restricted access to a smartphone.

Overall, Fintech is transforming countries in different ways based on their current financial

inclusion status, and there is much opportunity to explore the degree to which it can impact their

financial systems in its early stages of development.
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Movie Theatres’ Outlook in the Face of COVID-19 and Rapid Modernization 
 
Coby Kranz 
Snider Undergraduate Research Experience – 2021 
 

Introduction:  

Ricky Gervais, a comedian and host of the 2020 Golden Globes said: “No one cares 

about movies anymore. No one goes to cinema, no one really watches network TV. Everyone is 

watching Netflix. This show should just be me coming out, going, "Well done Netflix. You win 

everything. Good night" (NBC).  Ricky’s monologue was given in January 2020 and with Covid-

19 effect’s it appears his assessment has only been heightened. Netflix and streaming services 

have continued to dominate while theaters have suffered immensely. Although movie theaters 

have weathered many storms since in the early 1900s, it has never faced dueling threats of rapid 

modernization and a pandemic.  

The Evolution of Cinema  

The 1930s and 1940s in America became known as “The Golden Age of Hollywood'' as 

consumers came to the theaters in droves. This also became “The We’re Not in Kansas 

Anymore” moment when film became available to consumers in color. Though color was 

possible, it was extremely expensive in the 1930s due to the Great Depression. The industry went 

through profound structural change as well with most notably: United States vs. Paramount 

Pictures. This case concluded that production studios could not own theaters chains and had to 

divest them. This ended “The Golden Age of Hollywood'' with studios having to completely 

transform themselves to combat the upcoming threat: television. By the 1950s, studios and 

theaters realized that there has been no greater threat to the cinema than television. Consumers 

opted to stay at home and watch TV rather than attend the theater (University of Minnesota). 
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The 1960s culture movements deeply affected the film industry. Most notably, the 

Motion Picture Association of America instituted its ratings system for films which are still in 

use today (ex. PG-13). The 1970s through 1990s had significant technological development in 

films which started to include animation. This set the stage for the 2000s and the 2010s and the 

continued technological adoption of cinema (National Science and Media Museum).  

 
Surviving COVID-19 & Modernization  

In March 2020, COVID-19 struck the world forcing theaters to cease operations. As 

theaters plotted a safe return, CinemaSafe endorsed by the National Theaters Association, came 

out with guidelines to reopen theaters. Theaters can reopen following enhanced Covid-19 

recommendation guidelines including distanced seating, masks, ventilation and better cleaning 

measures. With these new measures in place, theaters are encouraging customers to return to the 

theaters, however, consumers are hesitant because the measures in place don’t account for 

“human behavior” and thus can permit exposure to the virus. Flix Brewhouse’s CEO sees 

troubling long term trends. He argues: “The total attendance, based on the traditional curve, 

might be down 15% to 25% on a permanent basis. That’s the way we’re gaming this out 

permanently . . .” (CNBC). With these troubling headwinds, the theater industry must adapt to 

survive once more. This research paper investigates whether movie theaters will survive the 

dueling foes of COVID-19 and modernization. 

 

Methodology:  

This paper aims to get to the answer of its research question with qualitative research via 

three methods: (i) interviews with Hollywood producers, (ii) primary source documents and (iii) 

secondary source documents.  
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The bulk of the paper’s information stems from my interviews with three Hollywood 

producers: Todd Black – known for Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, The Equalizer and Fences, Peter 

Safran – known for Aquaman, The Nun and The Conjuring, Erik Feig - known for The Hunger 

Games, Sicario and Wonder. These three major Hollywood producers were interviewed, 

recorded, and quoted with their consent. To conduct the interviews, the producers were each 

asked a standard set of questions over the course of a 20 minute call.  

The primary source documents used included: court records, earnings reports, Covid-19 

health reports. The secondary sources used included: Articles from trustworthy and well known 

websites/newspapers, quotes from industry professionals, industry reports from consulting 

companies.  

All of this qualitative data allowed me to paint a particular picture featuring three 

different themes: (1) The Streaming Wars, (2) The Content Battle and (3) The Federal 

Government & The Entertainment Industry.  

 

Discussion and Analysis: 

The Streaming Wars 

The Streaming Wars are the epic conflict between streaming services to deliver the best 

content to consumers and crush their rivals. Some streaming services include: Netflix, Amazon 

Prime Video, Apple TV+, Paramount+, Disney+, HBO Max, Hulu and Peacock. With so many 

streaming services amassing “armies'' to take on rivals, the coming battles will prove to be 

fittingly cinematic.  

The first game-changing play in the streaming industry came with WarnerMedia 

announcing that Wonder Woman 1984 would be available on its streaming service (HBO Max) 
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and in theaters due to the pandemic. This seismic shift will have profound consequences for the 

industry at large for years to come (New York Times). This incredible change in releasing new 

products may or may not be permanent but seemed to pay off for HBO Max. In an article from 

the Observer it states: “In terms of U.S. growth, Wonder Woman 1984 drove 40% more gross 

adds to HBO Max in its Christmas debut than Hamilton did for Disney+ over its July 4 bow . . .” 

With the growth engine churning with new subscriber additions, this strategy worked for HBO 

Max, however, may have been a costly decision.  

Christopher Nolan, a well known director, with award winning films such as The Dark 

Knight and Interstellar is vehemently opposed to releasing on streaming services. He asserted:    

“Their decision makes no economic sense, and even the most casual Wall Street investor can see 

the difference between disruption and dysfunction” (The Hollywood Reporter). Though Nolan 

may be correct that releasing movies on HBOMAX may not be a prudent strategy, WarnerMedia 

is not the only one to take this approach. Disney+, as noted above, released Hamilton on its 

streaming service instead of in theaters. Disney is partaking in a larger overall pursuit in building 

a robust and content filled platform with Disney+. Former CEO and current Executive Chairman, 

Bob Iger, had the idea to make Disney+ the hub for everything Disney. Iger has been right in the 

appetite of consumer for Disney+ as an article from CNBC comments: “When Disney+ launched 

in late 2019, the company expected it would reach 60 million to 90 million subscribers by 2024. 

In December, it updated that forecast, saying it now expects it will have 230 million to 260 

million subscribers by 2024.” That astounding statistic will surely be continually increased as 

Disney expands its reach internationally with new content. Disney CEO Bob Chapek commented 

on the Q1 Earnings for 2021: “We’re confident that, with our robust pipeline of exceptional, 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/11/after-showing-massive-growth-disney-hikes-5-year-subscriber-goal-.html
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high-quality content and the upcoming launch of our new Starbranded international general 

entertainment offering, we are well-positioned to achieve even greater success going forward.” 

While Disney+ has most certainly upped the ante in The Streaming Wars, Netflix is 

combating with Disney with quantity over quality. In 2021, Netflix announced that it will be 

releasing a movie a week (Variety), a staggering showing of its tremendous original content 

offering for its subscribers (A movie a week is a feat that no studio has ever claimed).  

With over 200 million subscribers as of Q4 of 2020, Netflix is the gorilla in the room of 

The Streaming Wars (Netflix Media). With such strong subscriber devotion, Netflix has raked in 

the profits. It has continually raised its subscription price and Wall Street has rewarded them 

with its stock shattering records on an annual basis. Netflix clearly states its view on competition 

in a shareholder letter in January of 2021:  

. . . Our strategy is simple: if we can continue to improve Netflix every day to 

better delight our members, we can be their first choice for streaming 

entertainment. This past year is a testament to this approach. Disney+ had a 

massive first year (87 million paid subscribers!) and we recorded the biggest year 

of paid membership growth in our history.  

 
This is a remarkable admission by Netflix but one in which they have been very well 

prepared for. Since Netflix emerged as a streaming service, they have slowly been building their 

original content offering in preparation for The Streaming Wars. 

During the interview with Peter Safran, he responded to a producer’s attitude towards 

streaming services: 

I mean there’s never been a greater opportunity to get your content made and to 

find the right partner for that content, I think a lot of movies are getting made that 
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otherwise would not be if they had to compete in the theatrical landscape. Or had 

to compete frankly on a profit and loss analysis which was the old school way 

movies were made. Now you have a bunch of streamers like Netflix, Amazon or 

Apple, where there’s so much money available and they don’t have to justify the 

P&Ls on their movies. So they get to go make incredible pictures like you know 

MANK or Chicago Seven or any of these films. Or things that are even more 

obscure they get to go make them and otherwise they would not have gotten 

made. So, I love the fact that they exist that the streamers are there and you can 

find the right partner for any kind of project you put together. If it’s a story that 

interests you, you have an opportunity to find a greater partner to finance in a way 

historically you would not have been able to do.  

 
For producers, the Streaming Wars have allowed them to pursue creative projects they 

never would have been able to otherwise. Although streaming services are in heavy competition, 

this has resulted in a boom for consumers and producers as more avant garde content is 

developed. 

 
The Content Battle: Theaters vs. Streaming  

The Content Battle is a coming conflict which will inevitably leave casualties on 

all sides. When the Covid-19 pandemic subsides, theaters, network television, live 

performances and streaming services will all be vying for the consumer’s attention. This 

battle was aptly put by Eric Schiffer, chief executive and chairman of Patriarch 

Organization and Reputation Management Consultants who contends: “Cinemas are 
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facing a ‘Mad Max’–style all-out war that is inflicting on them a dangerously high level 

of financial pain . . .” (CNBC).  

Within all the rhetoric, most Hollywood executives believe that the theater will not only 

return, but will be essential to future growth. Peter Levinsohn, Vice Chairman and Chief 

Distribution Officer of Universal, explained: “We are very bullish on the prospects of the 

domestic box office once the cinemas are back up and running at full capacity. . .” Although 

Levinsohn seems particularly optimistic, Universal’s parent company, Comcast, has moved 

forward with its own direct-to-consumer business Peacock TV. With a strong entrance into the 

streaming foray, it seems Universal may in fact be hedging its bets.  

Universal is not the only studio finding itself on both sides of the battle. Disney CEO Bob 

Chapek commented during Disney Investor Day in 2020: “We had a $13 billion box office last 

year, and that’s not something to sneeze at . . . We built those franchises through the theatrical 

window.” While Disney has been keeping films in storage waiting for theaters to reopen, it has 

simultaneously been extremely aggressive in its launch of Disney+.  

 John Fithian, the president of the National Association of Theater Owners, was right 

when he argued that “theaters provide a beloved immersive, shared experience that cannot be 

replicated.” Although Fithian represents the interests of theater owners, its words ring true to 

people who do not directly profit and keep theaters alive. Consumers seem to desire returning to 

the theater in some capacity.  

In a Deloitte study of consumers, participants were asked if a movie came out in theaters 

and a streaming service at the same time, where would be the preferred viewing location. The 

study found that 35% would return to the theater, 42% would remain home and 23% are equally 

likely to remain at home or attend the theater. Though surveys do not necessarily guarantee 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/28/theater-owners-slam-universal-over-trolls-world-tour-digital-success.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/28/theater-owners-slam-universal-over-trolls-world-tour-digital-success.html
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results, this study shows that theaters are not dead just yet because consumers may still have an 

appetite for popcorn and reclining chairs. 

In the conversation with Peter Safran, he commented on whether movie theaters could 

possibly survive Covid-19:  

Yes, 100% they will. Yes, the death of movie theaters has been heralded 

everytime there is an advance in technology and it has managed to sustain and 

grow despite everything that’s gone on. So, I think the moment that it becomes 

legitimately safe, people will flock back to theaters . . . But, I’m very bullish in 

the sustainability of the theatrical experience and movie theaters in general. 

Maybe some theaters in some locations that were low performing anyway may 

end up closing. But, I think as a general rule there is something unstoppable when 

it comes to the communal experience of going to the movies to see a big tentpole 

action movie, or a great horror movie, or just a comedy. The collective response 

in a movie theater is really hard to replicate anywhere else. 

 
Erik Feig also expressed a positive view of theaters returning, albeit looking far different. 

He said:  

Yea I do think they will survive except I do think they’re going to evolve and they 

are going to need to evolve. So, the strain of the past year has been pretty onerous 

for most them just in terms of their cash flow and what they are doing and also to 

get a consumer to come back to a movie theater with security is probably going to 

take some additional changes health related in terms of filters and so on. And also 

just cosmetic, wider chairs further apart and so on. So, I think that’s going to be 
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an additional capital expense that they’re going to have to do. After already 

having a hard hit year.  

 
Todd Black expressed a different outlook that though things will never be the same, 

vaccinations will hopefully lead theaters to reopen safely. Todd Black observes:  

I don’t know if things are going to go back to the way they were. Ever. I think 

there’s been such radical changes over the year with this that I don’t know if 

people feel safe to go to the theater again, I don’t know if they’ll be sitting right 

next to somebody. Maybe they’ll do a seat apart even after the vaccine. I know 

I’m not running to sit next to somebody that I don’t know. But, I do want to get 

back to going to the movies. I don’t know how it’s going to be honestly. And I 

don’t think anybody does. I think nobody has a crystal ball . . .  

 
With such tremendous uncertainty, Peter Safran, Erik Feig and Todd Black have very 

different views on how theaters can return to normalcy. All are optimistic that theater return will 

happen, albeit differently. Additionally, Todd Black believes that younger people will lead the 

charge in returning to theaters as they are less vulnerable to Covid-19. Todd Black concludes: 

“This is very unchartered waters for all of us right now. You know this is a first for all of us. I 

don’t care if you’re Albert Einstein or whoever is brilliant, or Bill Gates, we’re in uncharted 

waters.” The uncertainty of the situation makes it hard to predict what will be even for any 

expert. It seems, however, that while the theater industry is getting crushed right now, there is 

tremendous enthusiasm for its comeback.  

 
The Federal Government and The Entertainment Industry  
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The U.S. government has had a rocky relationship with the entertainment industry but 

one in which there is a revolving door. Most notably, former U.S. President Ronald Reagan and 

former California Gov. Arnold Schwarznegger were actors turned politicians. The relationship 

between the U.S. government and entertainment has had very few bumps in the road, however, 

when they exist they are most notable.  

The first major collision occurred in the United States vs. Paramount Pictures, as 

discussed in the introduction, decided that film studios could not own movie theaters, effectively 

banning vertical integration in the entertainment industry. In August of 2020, however, a federal 

court in New York dismantled the Paramount decrees in a massive ruling as part of an undoing 

of antitrust practices deemed no longer relevant.  Makan Delrahim, Assistant Attorney General 

for the Justice Department’s Antitrust Division commented on an official Department of Justice 

press release: 

 We appreciate the Court’s thoughtful opinion and ruling today granting our 

motion to terminate these outdated Paramount Decrees . . . As the Court points 

out, Gone with the Wind, The Wizard of Oz, and It’s a Wonderful Life were the 

blockbusters when these Decrees were litigated; the movie industry and how 

Americans enjoy their movies have changed leaps and bounds in these 

intervening years.  Without these restraints on the market, American ingenuity is 

again free to experiment with different business models that can benefit 

consumers.  

 
The levers of the Federal Government have once again allowed vertical integration of 

movie theaters as they no longer pose a monopolistic threat. Even more significantly and less 

reported, the federal court dismantled all of paramount decrees which include “Block Booking” 
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bundling multiple films into one theater license, “Circuit Dealing” entering into one license that 

covers all theaters in a circuit and “Granting Overbroad Clearances” which is exclusive film 

licenses for specific geographic locations. Though these extra dismantlements have a two year 

sunset provision before becoming legal, it will have a sizable impact on film distribution. Now 

that these once illegal practices have been made legal, the entertainment industry looks to shift 

from the past to the future.  

Erik Feig commented on whether the ending of the Paramount decrees would impact the 

industry and he was extremely optimistic about it:  

. . . No studio has announced that they are going to acquire any exhibitors even 

though they can now with the end of the Paramount decree, I personally do think I 

can see that as a potential, in my opinion it would make sense, for a place like 

Disney, or a place like perhaps Netflix. And the reason for both of those places is 

that Disney I think is very good at making product that is about a communal 

experience where it’s not just about what is on the screen. What’s in the gift store. 

What’s in the environment. The movies are almost an extension of a lifestyle. I 

can picture, there’s one theater in LA called El Capitan and it really feels like a 

Disney place. I can picture Disney doing well. They have enough product that it 

could make sense for them . . . And Netflix has enough product that I can picture 

them wanting to do it and they are all about we give the consumer what they want 

when they want it. It’s a very silicon valley kind of approach . . . And so I can see 

that they say you know what exhibitors sometimes do want to be out in a 

communal area, we have enough product flow, sure we’ll do that. I can picture 

them being very innovative like maybe if you’re really into Ozark, you can rent 
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out the theater on your own for a communal viewing experience. That would 

make sense. I see it for those two companies. For other places, I think they 

probably don’t have the volume or the platform for communal experience that is 

needed, or would benefit from also owning a theater chain . . .  But, I can see it for 

Disney and I can see it for Netflix.  

 
Though nothing has happened yet, clearly the industry is beginning to consider the 

ramifications of a studio purchasing a theater chain. Feig’s view is that it makes sense for Disney 

and/or Netflix, however, it remains to be seen whether other studios will feel the pressure to 

wade in as well.  

 
Federal Covid-19 Relief Impact with Entertainment:  

With Covid-19 harming entertainment, Congress has been pushed to provide necessary 

aid to keep the industry alive. The Directors Guild of America (“DGA”), National Association of 

Theater Owners (“NATO”) and the Motion Picture Association of America (“MPAA”) wrote a 

letter to leaders of Congress asking for aid for their industry. They wrote:  

Dear Leader McConnell, Speaker Pelosi, Leader Schumer, and Leader McCarthy: 

Thank you for your leadership at this challenging time for our country. As you 

consider forthcoming COVID-19 relief legislation, we ask you to prioritize 

assistance for the hardest-hit industries, like our country’s beloved movie theaters. 

No doubt you are hearing from many, many businesses that need relief. Movie 

theaters are in dire straits, and we urge you to redirect unallocated funds from the 

CARES Act to proposals that help businesses that have suffered the steepest 

revenue drops due to the pandemic, or to enact new proposals such as the 
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RESTART Act (S. 3814/H.R. 7481). Absent a solution designed for their 

circumstances, theaters may not survive the impact of the pandemic.  

 
The letter is a dire call for help that was signed by many across the entertainment 

industry. It may well have worked with in December of 2020 the Save our Stages Act being 

included in a $900 billion package signed by President Trump. The new law set aside over $15 

billion as grants for small and independent theaters to survive. While this is welcome help, major 

theater chains do not qualify for the aid and have continued to struggle.  

AMC has particularly struggled, however, was dealt the most unlikely of breaks: memes. 

In January of 2021, Reddit traders bid up the price of Gamestop and also AMC Theaters. 

Although Gamestop took center stage in this massive rally, AMC Theaters stock rallied 

significantly as well. In fact, it allowed AMC Theaters to wipe over $600 million of debt off 

their balance sheets with its debtors converting their debt into stock and selling it. Bloomberg’s 

Matt Levine wrote: “A week ago, it was not crazy to think this company was doomed . . . Now it 

is entirely possible that it will survive and thrive and show movies in movie theaters for decades 

to come because everyone went nuts and bought meme stocks this week.” Now that AMC is in a 

more fiscally responsible position, they have a new lifeline to survival.  

 
Conclusion: 

The Streaming Wars will have no single victor. 

With all the heavy competition out there and movie theater vertical integration 

encouraged, streaming services are clearly here to stay. There will most definitely be casualties 

in The Streaming Wars in the forms of bankruptcies, acquisitions and mergers, however, what 

companies will be the first to fall remains to be seen. The world is becoming more digital during 
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this period of rapid modernization, content is desired more than ever, and streamers have the 

capacity to supply this unbelievable demand.  

Currently, every streaming platform is moving into a content niche to differentiate itself. 

As Peter Safran and Todd Black spoke of in interviews, producers look to certain partners for 

different projects. For example, Disney+ may be better geared towards a Sci-Fi/Superhero film 

than Netflix. This trend will likely continue with the victors of The Streaming War laying claim 

to certain genres of entertainment.  

 
The Paramount Consent Decrees will reshape the future of the industry. 

The Paramount decrees forced studios to divest ownership from movie theaters. Now, 

that vertical integration is again legal, movie theaters will likely take full advantage of that. In 

addition, with now that practices such as Circuit Dealing, Block Booking and Granting 

Overbroad Clearances are completely legal, that will transform the movie going experience. A 

prime example of taking advantage of this newfound avenue would be a movie studio like 

Disney purchasing a movie theater chain turning it into a Disney experience. This could benefit 

their core business and drive further growth.  

 
Movie Theaters will survive and evolve 

Every producer in this paper is “bullish” about the return of movie theaters. Most articles, 

experts and earnings reports can also support the theory that movie theaters will return. As of 

March 26, 2021 AMC Theaters announced that most of its theaters will reopen. As of April 2, 

2021 Regal Cinemas is opening up more theaters and New York City is opening up its indoor 

entertainment venues. Vaccinations are on the rise and hope is on the horizon. Movie theaters 

survived this long, they can make it the final distance (CNBC). But, movie theaters will adapt. 
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Whether that means being acquired by a studio or changing seating arrangements to make it 

more Covid-19 safe, movie theaters will evolve. Covid-19 won’t be the death of theaters. 
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Abstract

Merger and Acquisition (M&A) announcements are catalysts for large shifts in market activity. In

particular, corporate finance literature has extensively documented the existence of abnormal returns

around M&A announcements. Using theory from market microstructure, I investigate the impact of

announcements on bid ask spreads for stocks involved in a proposed M&A transaction. I also investigate

shifts in volume and volatility to further explain changes in the bid ask spread. The empirics are done

at both a daily level and a intraday minute level using Trade and Quotations (TAQ) data. I propose

conditions that will cause the bid ask spread to shift following an M&A announcement. These results

are consistent with previous results in market microstructure regarding the impact of new information

on trading activity and spreads.

1 Introduction

It is well documented that stocks involved in an M&A announcement have abnormal returns in the short

run. Furthermore, these announcements given professional investors the opportunity to engage in merger

arbitrage strategies. It is also documented in Brennan et al. that there is an increased probability of in-

formed trading around M&A announcements [1]. All this being considered, I expect that there is a change

in the bid ask spread around the announcement period for stocks involved in an M&A deal. This pa-

per tests how the announcement, volume, volatility, and price may affect the behavior of bid ask spread

around the announcement period for an M&A deal.

To test this hypothesis I run a heteroscedasticty and autocorrelation (HAC) robust regression of the
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following type using the Newey-West standard errors:

ln(%spr ead) =β0 +β1ln(Shar evolume)+β2ln(pr i ce)+β3l n(Day vol ati l i t y)

+β4 Announced +β5l n(Shar evolume) · Announced

+β6ln(pr i ce) · Announced +β7ln(Day vol ati l i t y) · Announced

(1)

I gather data on M&A deals from 2016 - 2020 using the SDC Platinum database. This study focuses on large

deals for public companies in the United States as I use TAQ data for information about trades and quotes.

For the regressions, I aggregate the TAQ data into minute intervals and daily intervals. For the minute level

regression, I use daily volatility in favor of minute volatility as I find there is not enough change within a

minute. Volatility is calculated using the standard deviation of returns.

Ultimately I find that the announcement effect depends on the deal type. There is a noticeable dif-

ference in the impact of an announcement between M&A deals that involve all cash, all stock, or both.

Furthermore, the announcement effect is quite low for acquirers and consistently high for targets. This

is expected as target stocks are typically less liquid and hence would be more sensitive to any new in-

formation. I also document that there are noticeable shifts in volume, volatility, and price following an

announcement. Similar to the announcement effect, these shifts also depend on the type of deal.

2 Literature Review

Previous work studying market activity around M&A announcements has been focused on understanding

returns and price movement following the announcement. Andrade et al. find that Target firms have a

24% abnormal return in the window from 20 days prior to the announcement to the close[2]. They also

conclude that acquirer firms, while not losers, have much lower returns than targets. Furthermore the

paper also observes that returns for acquirers and targets are contingent on deal type. They show that

both targets and acquirers perform better when there is no equity involved in the transaction. Mitchell

et al. further explore the issue of equity financed M&A transactions and find downward price pressure

caused by professional investors [3]. They find increased short interest for acquiring firms financing the

deal with equity, consistent with a merger arbitrage strategy.

Much of the other relevant work for this study comes from market microstructure. Particularly rele-

vant for this work are models that show changes in trading behavior and activity in the presence of new
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information. By modeling a trading environment as a series sequential auctions, Kyle finds that an insider

will maximize profits by masking their trades amongst other noise traders[4]. Hence the more liquid ac-

quirer stocks will be less sensitive to price shifts caused by any insider trades. Easley et al. also explore

asymmetric information by analyzing the probability of informed trading[5]. They find that new infor-

mation has a greater impact for less liquid stocks. This work is also consistent with the empirical work

done by Hasbrouck using a VAR model[6]. As targets tend to have significantly lower volumes than their

respective acquirers, this explains why an information effect is more pronounced for these stocks.

Bagehot concludes that spread and liquidity are inversely related and poses the idea that market mak-

ers face an adverse selection cost [7]. This provides one possible explanation for why spreads may change

for stocks involved in an M&A transaction since there is typically increased volume around announce-

ment periods. Glosten and Harris break down the spread into two components, the transaction cost and

and an adverse selection cost [8]. Upon empirically analyzing the adverse selection component they are

unable to reject that the adverse selection component has an impact on the spread. This is consistent

with the theoretical result shown by Glosten and Milgrom as they also conclude adverse selection has an

impact on the spread[9]. From a market makers perspective, new information about a M&A deal should

change this adverse selection cost, depending on deal sentiment and type.

3 Description of Data

I use SDC Platinum to gather information about large M&A deals in the United States between 2016 - 2020.

Specifically, I look at deals with dollar values between and 10 and 50 billion. I also only focus on deals in

which both the acquirer and target are public as I will need to gather trade information from TAQ data.

Furthermore, I gather information about the announcement date, rumor information, and deal type from

SDC Platinum. I randomly sample 15 deals from this query to include in this study. Of these 15 deals, 6

are stock deals, 5 are cash, and 4 are hybrid. Only 4 deals in the sample had documented rumors prior to

the announcement.

For the trade data I use TAQ data for information about each individual trade for these stocks. I look

at each stock over a time period of 3 months: the month before the announcement, the month of the an-

nouncement, and the month following the announcement. To facilitate less noisy regressions I aggregate

the TAQ data by minute and by day. I also exclude the first 5 and last 5 minutes of trading as these periods

typically have significant outliers in trading activity. This leads to an average of 23932 minutes of data
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per stock or 63 trading days. The announcement variable is a binary variable that takes on the value 1 on

all days following the announcement and 0 all days before. I also include interaction terms between the

announcement and log daily volatility, log share volume, and log price

I calculate ln(% spread) using the following formula where NBO and NBB are the national best offer

and national best bid, respectively.

l n(%spr ead) = ln[
N BO −N BB

(N BO −N BB)/2
] (2)

To calculate volatility I first calculate minute returns using the last price from each minute. I then take

the standard deviation of the minute returns and multiply this by
p

390 for the daily volatility.

r etur nst = ln(pr i cet )− ln(pr i cet−1) (3)

d ay vol ati l i t y =σmi nuter etur ns ∗
p

390 (4)

When aggregating the data into minute periods and daily periods I typically use median values. The

only exception to this rule was with the share volume variable. Rather than taking the median value of

the trade, I summed across all share volumes within the minute. I then took logs of these values for the

regression.

mi nuteShar eV ol ume = ∑
tr ades∈mi nute

tr adeSi ze (5)

d ai l yShar eV ol ume = ∑
tr ades∈d ay

tr adeSi ze (6)

4 Results

I separate regressions for both the Target and Acquirer to better study their changes individually. I further

separate the results by deal type for the same reason. All regressions use Newey-West standard errors

robust to both heteroscedasticity and auto correlation of lag 2.

4.1 Target Announcement Effect

The following regressions focus on Target stocks. I present results using both data at the minute level and

the daily level.
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Table 1: Target % Spread Minute Regression

Dependent variable: log % spread

All Targets Cash Deals Cash/Stock Deals Stock Deals

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Announced -0.224∗∗∗ -1.093∗∗∗ 0.232∗∗∗ 1.855∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.049) (0.076) (0.070)

Intercept -2.451∗∗∗ -4.676∗∗∗ -8.214∗∗∗ -4.326∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.040) (0.063) (0.050)

logDayVolatility 0.709∗∗∗ 0.720∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.006) (0.009) (0.012)

logDayVolatility * Announced -0.244∗∗∗ -0.612∗∗∗ -0.108∗∗∗ 0.562∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.007) (0.010) (0.017)

logPrice -0.267∗∗∗ 0.185∗∗∗ 0.352∗∗∗ -0.431∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.008) (0.004)

logPrice * Announced -0.196∗∗∗ -0.670∗∗∗ -0.261∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.006) (0.011) (0.006)

logShareVolume -0.172∗∗∗ -0.112∗∗∗ -0.088∗∗∗ -0.143∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)

logShareVolume * Announced -0.002 0.084∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.014∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 346,470 117,977 95,202 133,291

R2 0.527 0.701 0.294 0.356

Adjusted R2 0.527 0.701 0.294 0.355

Residual Std. Error 0.568(df = 346462) 0.385(df = 117969) 0.412(df = 95194) 0.541(df = 133283)

F Statistic 25342.436∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 346462.0) 12517.988∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 117969.0) 2947.546∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 95194.0) 5522.362∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 133283.0)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

As shown in Table 1, at the minute level, the announcement has a negative effect on the log percent

spread across all targets. Upon separating the data by deal type, the announcement effect on the per-

cent spread now varies significantly in both sign and value. This consistent with Figure 1 presented below

which details shifts in the log spread following an announcement. Both the figure and regression re-

sults show that the announcement has a negative impact on the spread for cash deals. For targets in an

equity/stock financed deal, the announcement has positive effect. For hybrid deals the announcement

effect on the log percent spread is slightly positive. The announcement effect is likely due to the change

in the adverse selection cost from a market makers perspective. This is prominent for targets as they are

less liquid then their corresponding acquirers.

As shown by the interaction terms we also see that coefficients on log price and log volatility change
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significantly after the announcement. Interestingly I find that for cash deals, stocks with larger volatilities

have larger drops in the spread following the announcement. The opposite is true for targets involved

in stock deals. One result that is not clear is the positive sign on log price for cash and hybrid deals. I

except these to have negative values as the regression uses log percentage spread. Despite this, it seems

the log price coefficient on cash and hybrid deals drops to negative and near zero values following the

announcement. The volume interaction terms while significant, most likely due to noise, are near zero.

This is expected as volume sees only a short term change unlike the other variables.

Figure 1: Plot of the log % Spread for 15 target companies. The black line indicates the first trading day
after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved in
deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Targets involved
with Rumors include CA, COL, S, and APC

I also run the same regressions for Targets using daily data rather than minute data to eliminate noise.

The results for this regression can be found in Table 2. As expected, this regression leads to a higher R2

across all regressions. The coefficients on all variables retain the same signs except for the share volume

interaction terms. Despite the change in sign, the share volume interaction term at the daily level is still

numerically zero. Unlike the previous regression where the announcement was significant for all targets,
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it is not significant here. In fact the only announcement effect that retained statistical significance was

the cash deal announcement. The change in statistical significance is likely due to the disparity in the

sample size and noise at the minute level; however, the fact that cash deals retained significance shows

that it clearly has a large negative impact on the log percentage spread.

Table 2: Target % Spread Daily Regression

Dependent variable: log % spread

All Targets Cash Deals Cash/Stock Deals Stock Deals

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Announced -0.812 -3.360∗∗∗ 0.925 0.615

(1.005) (1.264) (0.940) (1.822)

Intercept 2.461∗∗∗ -0.338 -5.806∗∗∗ 0.158

(0.739) (0.852) (0.830) (1.532)

logDayVolatility 0.816∗∗∗ 0.732∗∗∗ 0.289∗∗∗ 0.260∗

(0.074) (0.040) (0.072) (0.155)

logDayVolatility * Announced -0.357∗∗∗ -0.574∗∗∗ -0.136∗ 0.455∗∗

(0.085) (0.066) (0.076) (0.198)

logPrice -0.377∗∗∗ 0.134∗∗∗ 0.347∗∗∗ -0.554∗∗∗

(0.059) (0.039) (0.075) (0.079)

logPrice * Announced -0.218∗∗∗ -0.703∗∗∗ -0.382∗∗∗ 0.142

(0.080) (0.079) (0.090) (0.121)

logShareVolume -0.372∗∗∗ -0.342∗∗∗ -0.188∗∗∗ -0.309∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.050) (0.038) (0.070)

logShareVolume * Announced 0.021 0.232∗∗∗ -0.010 0.047

(0.055) (0.066) (0.042) (0.085)

Observations 945 317 255 373

R2 0.667 0.879 0.671 0.452

Adjusted R2 0.664 0.877 0.662 0.442

Residual Std. Error 0.438(df = 937) 0.224(df = 309) 0.192(df = 247) 0.430(df = 365)

F Statistic 156.085∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 937.0) 187.243∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 309.0) 61.809∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 247.0) 29.548∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 365.0)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

4.2 Acquirer Announcement Effect

The following regressions focus on Acquirer stocks. I present results using both data at the minute level

and the daily level.
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Table 3: Acquirer % Spread Minute Regression

Dependent variable: log % spread

All Acquirers Cash Deals Cash/Stock Deals Stock Deals

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Announced -0.363∗∗∗ -0.664∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗ 0.738∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.073) (0.074) (0.058)

Intercept -4.798∗∗∗ -7.474∗∗∗ -7.328∗∗∗ -2.943∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.058) (0.053) (0.044)

logDayVolatility 0.570∗∗∗ 0.405∗∗∗ 0.193∗∗∗ 0.680∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010)

logDayVolatility * Announced -0.096∗∗∗ -0.301∗∗∗ -0.080∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.010) (0.011) (0.013)

logPrice 0.004∗ 0.148∗∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗ -0.168∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.012) (0.005)

logPrice * Announced 0.020∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗ -0.286∗∗∗ -0.020∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.016) (0.007)

logShareVolume -0.124∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗ -0.089∗∗∗ -0.194∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

logShareVolume * Announced -0.016∗∗∗ -0.066∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ -0.023∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Observations 355,029 120,880 96,705 137,444

R2 0.245 0.277 0.072 0.391

Adjusted R2 0.245 0.277 0.072 0.391

Residual Std. Error 0.479(df = 355021) 0.380(df = 120872) 0.397(df = 96697) 0.468(df = 137436)

F Statistic 5404.209∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 355021.0) 3040.485∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 120872.0) 411.219∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 96697.0) 5807.065∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 137436.0)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Similar to the results from the Target minute regression, the announcement effect has the same signs

for the acquirers and targets across all the minute level regressions. Interestingly, despite havinh statisti-

cal significance and the same sign, the announcement effects themselves are less extreme. I believe this

is due to the increased liquidity of Acquirers in comparison to the targets. Suppose there are informed

traders who change their behavior based on an announcement, then they can more easily mask their

trades for Acquirers as shown in [4]. Furthermore both Easley et al. and Hasbrouck show that more liquid

stocks are less sensitive to new information [6] [5]. Compared to the Target minute level regressions, these

regressions have much lower R2 values and are less indicative of any large changes following announce-

ments. Furthermore Figure 2 below showing the percentage spread over time for the targets does not have

as clear a change after the announcement. This is further shown as the interaction terms have much lower

values when compared to those in the target minute level regression.
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Figure 2: Plot of the log % Spread for 15 Acquirer companies. The black line indicates the first trading day
after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved
in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Acquirers
involved with Rumors include AVGO, UTX, TMUS, and OXY.

Using the daily data for the regression we see that there is a stark change in the coefficients. Similar

to the previous results, we also see slightly higher R2 after eliminating noise from the data. The only

announcement effect variable that retained statistical significance at the daily level was for stock deals.

Many of the interaction terms also no longer have statistical significance which indicate little change in

price, volatility, and volume. The announcement effect for for acquirers in stock deals indicates a 313%

increase in the percentage spread from just the announcement effect. While, not conclusive from this

data, this may be due to stock financed deals being viewed as inherently more risky by the market. This

is consistent with the returns data in Andrade et al. which shows equity financed deals tend to perform

relatively worse when compared to cash and hybrid deals [2].
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Table 4: Acquirer % Spread Daily Regression

Dependent variable: log % spread

All Acquirers Cash Deals Cash/Stock Deals Stock Deals

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Announced 0.572 1.367 -0.159 3.131∗∗∗

(0.816) (1.929) (0.849) (1.103)

Intercept -3.427∗∗∗ -8.668∗∗∗ -5.873∗∗∗ 0.502

(0.485) (1.671) (0.700) (0.808)

logDayVolatility 0.583∗∗∗ 0.405∗∗∗ 0.261∗∗∗ 0.689∗∗∗

(0.069) (0.115) (0.073) (0.092)

logDayVolatility * Announced -0.080 -0.302∗∗ -0.113 0.116

(0.089) (0.127) (0.082) (0.115)

logPrice 0.007 0.184∗∗∗ 0.165∗ -0.239∗∗∗

(0.032) (0.051) (0.090) (0.062)

logPrice * Announced -0.006 -0.044 -0.362∗∗∗ -0.097

(0.048) (0.062) (0.098) (0.084)

logShareVolume -0.161∗∗∗ 0.070 -0.158∗∗∗ -0.326∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.083) (0.044) (0.043)

logShareVolume * Announced -0.057 -0.152 0.081∗ -0.144∗∗

(0.037) (0.093) (0.049) (0.057)

Observations 947 319 255 373

R2 0.370 0.423 0.302 0.631

Adjusted R2 0.365 0.410 0.282 0.624

Residual Std. Error 0.369(df = 939) 0.279(df = 311) 0.161(df = 247) 0.316(df = 365)

F Statistic 30.565∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 939.0) 27.042∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 311.0) 10.637∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 247.0) 58.148∗∗∗ (df = 7.0; 365.0)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

4.3 Shifts in Volume and Volatility

Along with new information, the change in the spread can be explained by shifts in volume and volatility.

As mentioned by Bagehot, an increase in volume is expected to lower the spread[7]. Bagehot also men-

tions that more volatile stocks will also have higher spreads as market makers have have risk when dealing

with these stocks. In this study I find that while volume only has a short term increase following an an-

nouncement, volatility has a permanent change. In particular I find that for targets involved in cash deals,

the volatility peaks on the announcement day and stays consistently low. Following the announcement,
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these targets have little to no price movement, resembling bond like behavior. The only time would be

significant price movement is if the deal terms are updated. Figure 3 shows the daily volatility movement

for target stocks. I do not find such long term shifts for Acquirers in either volume or volatility.

Figure 3: Plot of the daily log volatility for 15 target companies. The black line indicates the first trading day
after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved in
deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Targets involved
with Rumors include CA, COL, S, and APC. Spikes happen on announcement days and drop to relative
lows for targets involved in cash deals.

5 Further Study

To expand on this work using a larger sample size of deals would be more indicative of any changes across

the cross section of deal type. Also, using a larger time frame would allow one to better see any permanent

shifts across the time series. Another area to explore is the simultaneous trading activity of M&A stocks

around the announcement day. An increased number of simultaneous trades across the Target and Ac-

quirer at the microsecond level may indicate the use of a pairs trading strategy. For stock financed deals,

as shown in Mitchell et al., it is common for merger arbitrageurs to short the acquirer and long the target
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[3]. Thus one could see if the simultaneous trades for stock financed deals resemble a merger arbitrage

strategy by signing trades using a lee reedy type algorithm [10].

6 Conclusion

I find that the bid ask spread shifts significantly following an M&A announcement for certain stocks. I

propose that the bid ask spread falls for targets involved in cash deals not only due to an announcement

effect, but also due to drops in volatility and short term increases in volume. I find that targets involved in

stock and hybrid deals face an increase in spread due to the announcement effect; however, these results

are not as clear due to shifts in statistical significance. Acquirers involved in cash or hybrid deals do not

have a large shift in bid ask spreads as they are less sensitive to new information and bear most of the

risk in an M&A deal. Acquirers in stock deals see increases in the log percent spread likely due to changes

in trading behavior and increased short interest as part of merger arbitrage strategies. I also find that

acquirers do not have large volatility or volume changes, leading market makers to not shift their beliefs.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Target daily Graphs

Daily Target Log % Spread

Figure 4: Plot of the daily median percent spread for 15 target companies. The black line indicates the
first trading day after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are
targets involved in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only
deals. Targets involved with Rumors include CA, COL, S, and APC. Targets involved in cash deals see
consistently lower spreads after the announcement date.
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Daily Target Log Share Volume

Figure 5: Plot of the daily share volume for 15 target companies. The black line indicates the first trading
day after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved
in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Targets in-
volved with Rumors include CA, COL, S, and APC. There are clear spike on the announcement day. Volume
remains consistently high for a few days but returns to normal values over time.
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Daily Target Log Price

Figure 6: Plot of the daily log Price for 15 target companies. The black line indicates the first trading day
after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved in
deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Targets involved
with Rumors include CA, COL, S, and APC. There are clear spike on the announcement day for targets
involved in cash deals. Following the initial spike, the prices stabilize for the remaining time period.
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7.2 Acquirer daily Graphs

Daily Acquirer Log % Spread

Figure 7: Plot of the daily percent spread for 15 acquirer companies. The black line indicates the first
trading day after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets
involved in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals.
Acquirers involved with Rumors include AVGO, UTX, TMUS, and OXY. There is no clear change in the
spread following the announcement.
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Daily Acquirer Log Share Volume

Figure 8: Plot of the daily volume for 15 acquirer companies. The black line indicates the first trading day
after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved
in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Acquirers
involved with Rumors include AVGO, UTX, TMUS, and OXY. Volume spikes on the announcement day
and returns to standard levels over time.
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Daily Acquirer Log Volatility

Figure 9: Plot of the daily volatility for 15 acquirer companies. The black line indicates the first trading
day after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved
in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Acquirers
involved with Rumors include AVGO, UTX, TMUS, and OXY. Volatility spikes on the announcement day
and returns to daily levels immediately.
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Daily Acquirer Log Price

Figure 10: Plot of the daily log price for 15 acquirer companies. The black line indicates the first trading
day after the announcement. Green lines are targets involved in cash deals. Blue lines are targets involved
in deals that involve both cash and stock. Red lines are targets involved in stock only deals. Acquirers
involved with Rumors include AVGO, UTX, TMUS, and OXY. There is no consistent price movement fol-
lowing the announcement for targets.
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ABSTRACT

In response to the unprecedented scale of the COVID-19 pandemic, contact tracing applications
were developed and deployed globally as technological tools to minimize the spread of the virus.
Among the 160+ different applications deployed, there is considerable variation across
applications and countries, even when these applications are focused on a similar activity.
Despite this variation, a unifying concern among users and policymakers lies in the protection of
user privacy. Privacy concerns must be addressed as they hinder app adoption and limit the user
base, which in turn reduces the effectiveness of applications. This paper presents three cases of
digital contact tracing technologies deployed during the COVID-19 and analyzes how different
countries define and apply privacy protections. Based on this analysis, the most important
takeaways from the COVID-19 contact tracing app deployment are identified and described to
ultimately help ensure that future iterations of these technologies are both effective at combating
disease and privacy-preserving.

INTRODUCTION

Infecting more than 155 million people and leading to more than 3.2 million deaths, 1

SARS-CoV-2 has challenged our health agencies, hospitals, supply chains and economies. It has
driven governments and companies to seek out technological solutions to break the chain of
transmission and reduce the spread of the virus. Among the solutions that were developed in
response to this pandemic are contact tracing applications which represent the first attempt to
digitize a cornerstone of outbreak responses. Contact tracing applications work by leveraging
Bluetooth and/or GPS technologies to notify people when they have been exposed to an infected
person. With over 160 applications deployed across 100 different countries, each country
adopted a different approach to create a unique app.  The success of these applications has been
largely variable.  Recent studies have indicated that some apps averted many cases, with
England’s NHS Covid-19 app estimated to have averted around 594,000 infections.2 But, the
impact of most apps has been limited by low adoption numbers which restrict their effectiveness.
A lack of trust in these applications along with concerns about privacy have hampered adoption,
thus restricting effectiveness. Therefore in order for these contact tracing applications to become
valuable contributing tools in outbreak response, it is important that we address privacy
concerns.

This paper seeks to analyze how different countries define and apply privacy protections in their
contact tracing apps in order to identify the most important takeaways from the COVID-19

2 Demonstrating the impact of the NHS COVID-19 app. The Alan Turing Institute. (2020, August 13).
https://www.turing.ac.uk/blog/demonstrating-impact-nhs-covid-19-app.

1 World Health Organization. (2021). WHO Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard. World Health Organization.
https://covid19.who.int/.



contact tracing app deployment, ultimately helping ensure a more effective use of technology in
future pandemics.

Although the effectiveness of contact tracing applications is largely unproven, analyzing the
deployment of current applications is important as the COVID-19 pandemic represents a sort of
pilot study for these new technologies. The applicability of these apps to many other infectious
diseases and the steady rise of the frequency and diversity of disease outbreaks3 lead us to
believe that contact tracing applications will be an increasingly used tool in our response to
future outbreaks. Furthermore, contact tracing applications present many significant advantages
over traditional contact tracing methods. They can minimize tracing delay by eliminating the
need for a timely mobilization of a large task force of tracers, thus optimizing transmission
control. Studies have also shown that they are capable of identifying nearly double the number of
contacts of reported cases as human tracers because they overcome one of the inherent
limitations of traditional contact tracing, human memory. Spain’s Secretary of State for
Digitization and Artificial Intelligence, Carme Artigas, explains “The app sees more than we see
because we only remember contacts with people we know, but the app also remembers contacts
with strangers.”4 Ultimately, understanding the shortcomings and successes of current contact
tracing applications will help enhance the potential of future applications to limit the propagation
of viruses and save lives.

BACKGROUND

What is contact tracing?
Contact tracing is a cornerstone of pandemic response efforts. It consists of systematically
identifying, assessing and managing contacts, individuals who have been exposed to a disease, in
order to interrupt chains of transmission. For COVID-19, it requires identifying people who may
have been exposed to SARS-CoV-2 and following them daily for 14 days.5 Traditional methods
of tracing rely on a large workforce of mostly volunteers who call or personally visit people who
have been in recent contact with an infected person. While time-consuming, previous contact
tracing interventions have been instrumental in containing the spread of numerous outbreaks and
mitigating their effects. Notably, they played a critical role in halting the transmission of Ebola in
the 2014-16 epidemic in West Africa, which led to over 28,000 cases and over 11,000 deaths.6

Contact tracing during COVID-19: emergence of digital tracing applications
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted numerous shortcomings in traditional contact tracing
methods. The unique scale and rapid rate of transmission left contact tracers unable to reach a
fraction of those infected. National and local health authorities around the world also scrambled

6 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2019, March 8). 2014-2016 Ebola Outbreak in West Africa. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/history/2014-2016-outbreak/index.html.

5 World Health Organization. (n.d.). Contact tracing in the context of COVID-19. World Health Organization.
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/contact-tracing-in-the-context-of-covid-19.

4 Binnie, I. (2020, August 3). Spain to roll out COVID-19 app twice as effective as human tracers in pilot. Reuters.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-apps-spain/spain-to-roll-out-covid-19-app-twice-as-effective-as-
human-tracers-in-pilot-idUSKCN24Z1TJ.

3 Smith Katherine F., Goldberg Michael, Rosenthal Samantha, Carlson Lynn, Chen Jane, Chen Cici and
Ramachandran Sohini 2014. Global rise in human infectious disease outbreaksJ. R. Soc.
Interface.112014095020140950 https://doi.org/10.1098/rsif.2014.0950

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Smith%2C+Katherine+F
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Goldberg%2C+Michael
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Rosenthal%2C+Samantha
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Carlson%2C+Lynn
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Chen%2C+Jane
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Chen%2C+Cici
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/author/Ramachandran%2C+Sohini
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsif.2014.0950


to assemble the necessary taskforce of tracers in a timely manner. Beyond recruiting tracers,
interventions were further delayed by training and onboarding. In New York City, tracers decried
crippling communication and training problems.7 As cases mounted and COVID-19 became
increasingly ubiquitous some cities largely abandoned their contact tracing efforts. Yet, as many
contact tracing efforts were crumbling, certain cases of successful contact tracing efforts served
as a reminder of how critical this activity is in managing outbreaks. In South Korea, a country
informed by experience with both severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS),  a highly successful contact tracing intervention was critical in
rapidly preventing the transmission of the virus.8

Given the importance of contact tracing as a mitigating intervention and given the challenges of
implementing traditional contact tracing methods in the COVID-19 pandemic, many
governments and companies seized this opportunity to develop and deploy contact tracing
applications that digitize tracing efforts. These applications collect Bluetooth-proximity data or
GPS-geospatial data to notify people that they have been exposed to an infected person. App
developers hoped that through digitization, many of the obstacles impeding effective contact
tracing would be eliminated and tracing efforts could be augmented.

Globally, over 160 applications were developed across more than 100 countries. Despite
focusing on similar activities, these applications vary in many ways. Public health agencies had
to make many choices in developing these applications from how to collect data, to where to
store data, and how to alert users of an exposure. Private companies also played an active role in
supporting app development. Google and Apple collaborated to develop an application
programming interface (API) exposure notification system and in Germany, the Corona
Warn-App was developed by SAP and Deutsche Telekom.9

Emergence of apps coupled with emergence of privacy concerns
Despite the variation between applications, a unifying concern among users and policymakers is
in the protection of user privacy. These privacy concerns are expected given the inherent nature
of the data collected by contact tracing and the novelty of these applications. Sarit Markovich, a
clinical professor of strategy at the Northwestern University, says that contact tracing, at its core,
hinges on trust.10 Surveys conducted in France revealed that only 44% of respondents are willing
to use contact tracing applications and that willingness to use the apps was positively correlated
with trust in the government.11 Other studies have also found that lower willingness to download
contact tracing applications can be explained by a greater valuation of privacy.12 The lack of trust

12 Chan, E. Y., & Saqib, N. U. (2021). Privacy concerns can explain unwillingness to download and use contact
tracing apps when COVID-19 concerns are high. Computers in Human Behavior, 119, 106718.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.106718

11 Guillon, M., & Kergall, P. (2020). Attitudes and opinions on quarantine and support for a contact-tracing application
in France during the COVID-19 outbreak. Public Health, 188, 21–31. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.puhe.2020.08.026

10https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/fixing-contact-tracing#:~:text=Sarit%20Markovich%2C%20a%20clinic
al%20professor,any%20successful%20efforts%20moving%20forward.

9 Thehertieschool. (2021, January 21). How effective is Germany's COVID-19 contact tracing app? Hertie School.
https://www.hertie-school.org/en/news/detail/content/how-effective-is-germanys-covid-19-contact-tracing-app .

8 Lee, S. M., & Lee, D. (2020). Lessons Learned from Battling COVID-19: The Korean Experience. International
journal of environmental research and public health, 17(20), 7548. https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph17207548

7 Steinhauer, J., & Goodnough, A. (2020, July 31). Contact tracing is failing in many states. here's why.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/31/health/covid-contact-tracing-tests.html.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.106718
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.106718
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.puhe.2020.08.026
https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/fixing-contact-tracing#:~:text=Sarit%20Markovich%2C%20a%20clinical%20professor,any%20successful%20efforts%20moving%20forward
https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/fixing-contact-tracing#:~:text=Sarit%20Markovich%2C%20a%20clinical%20professor,any%20successful%20efforts%20moving%20forward
https://www.hertie-school.org/en/news/detail/content/how-effective-is-germanys-covid-19-contact-tracing-app
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in applications therefore affects the level of app adoption, which in turn reduces app
effectiveness. Consequently, in order for these contact tracing applications to become valuable
contributing tools to outbreak response, it is important that we address privacy concerns.

METHODS

The 3 cases examined in this study are Singapore, the European Union and the United States.
The rationale for selection of each region as well as an overview of digital contact tracing efforts
are discussed below.

Singapore:
Singapore’s digital contact tracing efforts are composed of the TraceTogether application,
TraceTogether tokens and SafeEntry. The TraceTogether application is a Bluetooth-based,
government-mandated decentralized system that tracks proximity of devices within 2 metres of
each other for more than 30 minutes. Data collected is encrypted and stored for 25 days, before it
is automatically deleted from the app or token. If two users are in proximity, their devices trade
anonymized and encrypted user IDs that can be decrypted by the Ministry of Health should one
person test positive for COVID-19. This app has been downloaded more than 4.5 million times,
which accounts for 80% of Singapore’s population and represents the highest level of adoption in
the world. TraceTogether tokens were also developed for people who don’t have smartphones.
These are small digital fobs that serve the same purpose as the app, without cellular connectivity.

SafeEntry is a national digital check-in system that requires anyone entering a public venue
(restaurants, stores, malls) to scan a code and register with a name, ID or passport number, and
phone number. This system collects National Registration Identification Card (NRIC) number or
Foreign Identification Number (FIN). If somebody tests positive for covid-19, contact tracers use
it to track down those who got close enough to be potentially infected. There are more than
16,000 sites island-wide.

The motivation to study Singapore is two-fold. First, the government-mandated application was
among the most downloaded in the world and was credited for significantly curbing the spread of
the virus nationally. Second, there have been recent reports of the government changing
regulations on the applications in order to use collected data as evidence in criminal
investigations.

European Union
Despite some early discussions of a pan-European application, EU nations have independently
developed and deployed their own applications. These applications vary in the type of data
collected, location of data storage and approach for data analysis. Yet, the effect of this
fragmentation is minimized by the unifying legislation that has enabled one of the first
international data sharing models, the EU Interoperability Gateway.

The decision to introduce a case study on the European Union is driven by a number of factors.
Primarily, through the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the EU has one of the most
comprehensive data privacy legislations in the world and it warrants an investigation on the



applicability of such legislation on these new technologies. Additionally, the EU has been very
proactive in organizing state-level and regional-level government committees debating app
features and developing protocols to safeguard user privacy. Finally, some European countries
such as Germany, have entered negotiations with Google and Apple to use their interface to
develop a new app, which invites a discussion on what privacy settings would enable a universal
contact tracing application.

Figure 1: Map representing the status of contact tracing applications in the European Union

United States
In the U.S.,  all contact tracing efforts have been organized at the state-level including
application development and deployment. This makes it one of the most fragmented approaches
in the world.

The motivation to incorporate a case study in this region stems from the unique role that the
private sector has played amidst a vacuum in comprehensive privacy legislation. Additionally,
the unique partnership between two major American technology companies, Google and Apple,
to develop an exposure notification system also motivated further examination into the United
States.

For each of these case studies, the following questions were used as a basis for evaluation of
privacy protection embedded in the application design and corresponding legal framework:

● Are applications developed by the government?
● What type of data is collected by the apps?
● Is data storage decentralized or centralized?
● Is the application download government mandated? If not, how were people introduced

to the app? (Opt-in vs. Opt-out)
● Are there comprehensive data privacy laws that the applications must abide by? If so

what are they? What specific sections are applicable?



● Can data from the apps be used by the government for non-health related investigations?
● Are there any regulations to prevent funcion creep? If so, what are they?
● Are there restrictions on how long the data can be stored?

To answer these questions, the following reports and documents were consulted:

Case Study Consulted Literature

Singapore ● TraceTogether website www.tracetogether.gov.sg/
● SafeEntry website www.safeentry.gov.sg/
● Criminal Procedure Code
● Personal Data Protection Act

European Union ● General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
● European Data Protection Board Guidelines on the use of

location data and contact tracing tools in the context of the
COVID-19 outbreak.

● European Interoperability Framework

United States ● Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
● California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
● Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (VCDPA)
● Google-Apple Exposure Notification System website

www.google.com/covid19/exposurenotifications/
Table 1: Summary of consulted literature

http://www.tracetogether.gov.sg/
http://www.safeentry.gov.sg/
https://www.google.com/covid19/exposurenotifications/


Figure 2: Summary of Case Study Comparisons

LESSONS LEARNED

After examining the case studies in Singapore, the EU and the US, we identified major lessons
that should be taken into consideration as future iterations of these apps are developed. These
lessons cover how data is collected, stored, shared, and used, as well as lessons for increasing
public adoption of these apps. We describe each in more detail below.

Lesson 1: GPS data increases risk of re-identification without providing added
epidemiological value
In traditional contact tracing, when a tracer interviews an infected person, they ask them a series
of questions to identify contacts. These questions tend to be open-ended and serve to trigger the
infected-person’s memory on where they have been and who they have been in close contact
with. The data collected through these interviews includes who they have come in close contact
with during the infectious period as well as where they have been during that time.

In digital contact tracing, data collection is automated and the ‘data’ in question tends to differ
based on the application used. Many applications rely on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
technology to detect proximity and provide exposure notification. This type of data collection is
used in all applications deployed in Singapore, and the EU, with the exception of the one from
Norway, which was eventually terminated due to privacy concerns. It is also the basis for the
Google-Apple Exposure Notification System API.  Bluetooth-based notification systems work
by assigning a random Bluetooth identifier, or a string of random numbers, to your device. It also
creates a tracing key that is sent out to devices in proximity. To know if you have been in close



contact with someone who has tested positive, at least once a day, the system downloads a list of
tracing keys for the identifiers that have been verified as belonging to people confirmed as
positive for COVID-19 in the last 14 days. Each device then checks the list of tracing keys it has
recorded against the list downloaded from the server. A match between the recorded keys and the
keys downloaded from the server indicates a possible exposure. In order to ensure that location
can’t be identified, the generated Bluetooth tracing key changes every 10-20 minutes, thus
reducing the risk of data linkage and re-identification.13

Other applications couple Bluetooth technology with GPS location to achieve a more traditional
version of contact tracing. In these applications, the exposed person would not only know that
they are in proximity with someone who was infected but also where they came in contact with
them. GPS-based systems raise privacy concerns as location logs may be used to generate a
movement trail that could identify users. QR-code systems such as Singapore’s SafeEntry may
also be used to generate an individual’s location trail. Studies have shown that in a dataset where
the location of an individual is specified hourly and with a spatial resolution equal to that given
by the carrier's antennas, four spatio-temporal points are enough to uniquely identify 95% of the
individuals.14 The increased risk of GPS location has been noted by the European Data
Protection Board guidelines. These guidelines, drawing on the principle of data minimisation and
data protection, urge that contact tracing apps not use GPS data to track the location of users.
While GPS location tracking is not forbidden under EU regulations, the guidelines suggest that
proximity data should be used.15

Additionally, while it may seem like GPS location data may provide more information to public
health officials, many questions arise about the accuracy of such data and its epidemiological
value. The CDC defines a “close contact” as “being within approximately 6 feet (2 meters), of a
person with COVID-19 for a prolonged period of time.”16 Since GPS technologies were not
intended for contact tracing purposes, they do not have pinpoint accuracy. GPS location error to
be on average around 7- 13 meters, which makes them too inaccurate for effective contact
tracing purposes.17 Furthermore, GPS radio signals are relatively weak and may not work
properly underground, in large buildings, and during thunderstorms, snowstorms, and other bad
weather. Therefore, given the pronness of location data for re-identification and GPS systems’
lack of epidemiological advantage, Bluetooth-based systems better adhere to the principle of
privacy by-design and represent the most privacy-preserving form of data collection.

Lesson 2: Decentralized data storage bolsters trust and offers technical advantage

17 Merry, K., & Bettinger, P. (2019). Smartphone GPS accuracy study in an urban environment. PLOS ONE, 14(7).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0219890

16 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (n.d.). Appendices. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/contact-tracing/contact-tracing-plan/appendix.html.

15 European Data Protection Board . (2020, April 21). Guidelines on the use of location data and contact tracing tools
in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak.
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/default/files/files/file1/edpb_guidelines_20200420_contact_tracing_covid_with_annex_en
.pdf.

14 de Montjoye, Y.-A., Hidalgo, C. A., Verleysen, M., & Blondel, V. D. (2013). Unique in the Crowd: The privacy bounds
of human mobility. Scientific Reports, 3(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/srep01376

13 Google. Exposure Notifications: Helping fight COVID-19. Google.
https://www.google.com/covid19/exposurenotifications/.



Contact tracing applications can also be distinguished based on location of data storage and
processing.

Centralized applications store and process proximity data on a central server operated by the
public health authorities. The centralized approach is utilized in the Pan-European
Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT), a protocol designed to facilitate contact
tracing that has been implemented in countries like Singapore and France. By contrast,
decentralized applications store and process proximity data locally on the user’s device. When
the user receives a positive test, it is only after giving their permission that their exposed contact
data is uploaded to a backend server. This approach is backed by DP-3T, a decentralized protocol
developed by European privacy experts and is adopted in Germany and the UK.

While both approaches involve a backend server, their key distinction lies in the location of
execution of certain key functionalities, such as the generation of unique identifiers and the
calculation of epidemiologically effective risk score based on contact risk data. Proponents of the
centralized approach argue that it enables the collection of data that could better inform public
health officials including a list of everyone a person has come in contact with.18 While
proponents of the decentralized approach argue that it is more privacy-preserving because it
reduces the risk that various actors may expand data collected by a centralized system.

The EU Commission recommended the use of the decentralized approach as it falls more in line
with the minimization principle as through this approach, health officials only have access to
data of infected individuals.  On April 17 2020  the European Parliament developed a resolution
that states that all data storage should be decentralized.19 While the centralized approach does not
violate GDPR principles, the Commission argued that a decentralized model bolsters trust in
these novel technologies and encourages adoption. The EU further signalled its support for a
decentralized approach after it restricted access to its interoperability gateway, a system that
enables data sharing across EU applications, to applications that implement decentralized data
storage. This means that countries with centralized apps, like France, are excluded from the
gateway.

From a technical perspective, Google-Apple API operates using a decentralized approach as
Apple phones do not allow centralized apps running in the background to obtain and upload the
history of all observed contacts. This means that in order for a centralized app to perform its
contact tracing function, the phone would either need to be unlocked or would require
the use of the BLE mode to be avoided, which would severely impact on battery duration.20

While both systems possess privacy limitations, the perception that the decentralized system is
more privacy-preserving makes it easier to persuade citizens to trust the system and voluntarily
download contacts tracing apps. The influence of public opinion is seen with the decision of

20 European Parliament Briefing-National COVID-19 contact tracing apps. (n.d.). 2020.
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/652711/IPOL_BRI(2020)652711_EN.pdf.

19 EU coordinated action to combat the COVID-19 pandemic and its consequences - Friday, 17 April 2020.
europarl.europa.eu. (n.d.). https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0054_EN.html.

18 Rivero, N. (n.d.). The global tide has turned against centralized contact tracing apps. Quartz.
https://qz.com/1870907/privacy-issues-push-countries-to-decentralize-contact-tracing-data/.



Germany and the UK to reverse their application design to implement a decentralized data
storage model.Therefore for technical, regulatory and social reasons, the decentralized approach
to data storage maximizes the chance of adoption while preserving privacy.

Lesson 3: Legislative and private-sector approaches International data sharing is needed
and possible

Another important characteristic of infectious disease outbreaks is that the disease knows no
border. Hence, the success of contact tracing applications hinges on their capacity to efficiently
interrupt cross-border transmission chains. However, data sharing across borders has remained
challenging, and with countries gradually reopening their borders for business and tourism, the
effectiveness of contact tracing applications for containing the spread of the pandemic is greatly
reduced.21 Therefore, novel strategies that maintain the effectiveness of contact tracing
applications through trans-boundary data sharing need to be developed and rapidly implemented.
The fragmented deployment of applications, along with distinguished data protection laws used
in different countries and regions, contributes to the complexity of developing scalable data
sharing strategies that maintain privacy protections. The EU with 29 different contact tracing
applications has leveraged legislation as a unifying factor for data exchange while the US with
25 has relied on private sector leadership to ensure data sharing across state lines. These
approaches are discussed more below.

EU data sharing facilitated by unifying privacy rules
In Europe, the fragmented development of national contact tracing apps has resulted in a
disconnect in data sharing across borders. To address this weakness, the EU Commission set up
an interoperability gateway service that links national apps across the EU. This system was first
tested in October 2020, with only a handful of apps from Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, and Latvia, but it has since then expanded to include 16 contact tracing apps from
EU nations.22 This digital infrastructure, developed and set up by companies Telekom-Systems
and SAP, and operated from the Commission's data center in Luxembourg, works by ensuring the
secure transmission of generated keys between the backend servers of participating national
contact tracing and warning apps. The data exchanged is stored in the gateway for a maximum
period of 14 days with no other information except the keys generated by the national apps
handled in the gateway.

The development and rapid deployment of this system was enabled by the unifying legislative
framework for privacy protection in the EU: GDPR. The design of the gateway builds on the
Guidelines for Interoperability, a set of technical specifications agreed upon between Member
States and the Commission, and the Commission and European Data Protection Board
Guidelines on data protection for contact tracing and warning apps. All apps that are linked
through this interoperability gateway system adhere to GDPR principles, notably through the

22 Press corner. European Commission - European Commission. (n.d.).
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_1905.

21 Du, L., Raposo, V. L., & Wang, M. (2020). COVID-19 Contact Tracing Apps: A Technologic Tower of Babel and the
Gap for International Pandemic Control. JMIR mHealth and uHealth, 8(11), e23194. https://doi.org/10.2196/23194
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minimization of information collected and shared in order for a person to be alerted if they have
been exposed to an infected person.

To uphold their standards for privacy protection, the interoperability framework exclusively
works with applications that meet specific privacy protection requirements. For example, apps
are required to rely on a decentralized data storage architecture. This means that EU countries
like France, who have opted for a centralized data storage model for data collected by their
contact tracing app TousAntiCovid, are excluded from the gateway. Additionally, for all
applications involved, consent is a key part of the process--downloading and using an app must
be voluntary and their download cannot be required by their respective national government.
Furthermore, participating in the interoperability gateway system must also be voluntary, and
each user needs to agree to their data being processed.23 Users need to update their app so the
additional functionality can be used.

While the rapid development and launch of this gateway are promising, similar systems for data
sharing with countries outside of the EU could prove to be more difficult. Complications may
arise from the distinguished data protection laws used in different countries that could limit who
can access EU data. Based on Articles 45(3) and 46 of GDPR, transference of data to a third
party, including a country outside the EU, can only take place if the law applicable by the third
party “ensures an adequate level of protection,” or “if the controller or processor has provided
appropriate safeguards” regarding data safety, the protection of the subject’s rights, and the
existence of adequate remedies. In other words, nations that don’t adhere to the same standards
set forth in GDPR would be ineligible for sharing of contact tracing and exposure notification
data.

Private-sector leads in United States
Similarly recognizing the importance of data sharing in maximizing the effectiveness of contact
tracing apps, many states in the US have opted for sharing their exposure notification data across
state lines. Initially limited to regional alliances such as one between New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, and Delaware, data sharing across state lines has expanded to include 16 states.24

The Association of Public Health Laboratories (APHL), a national non-profit organization that
works with federal agencies on public health issues, hosts a national key server on the Microsoft
Azure Cloud that can store codes from app users in all the states. Leveraging the unified digital
language for communication, or exposure notification keys, in  Apple and Google's Exposure
Notifications System (ENS) , APHL enables exposure notifications across the US by assuring
that users can find out when they may have been exposed during travel other states.This national
server works by providing temporary storage for Temporary Exposure Keys (TEKs) devoid of
any personal information. Additional information logged includes the device’s current public
internet protocol (IP) address, the date and time of communication, server response status
(success or error code) and connection details (e.g., server URL, protocol, request method, user
agent). Data is stored on the national server for a period of 14 days. Server log retention may be

24 Morrison, S. (2020, October 2). Americans are one step closer to a national contact tracing app for Covid-19. Vox.
https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/10/2/21497729/covid-coronavirus-contact-tracing-app-apple-google-exposure-notifi
cation.

23 Anonos. (n.d.). Transfers of personal data to third countries or international organisations – gdpr. Anonos.
https://www.anonos.com/gdpr-chapter-5-transfers-of-personal-data-to-third-countries-or-international-organisations.



extended up to 30 days, in the event of a critical situation which is not specified. Access to the
server logs is limited to the APHL Technical and Security Team and access control policies
implement the principle of least privilege and segregation of duty.

Similar to the EU, the rapid development of a national server in the US is facilitated by unifying
factors. In this case, it is largely accelerated by the widespread use of the Google-Apple API
which standardizes privacy protection policies. Therefore, in the US--which lacks the
comprehensive privacy regulations seen in the EU--the private sector led the way for data
sharing across states in a privacy-preserving manner.

It is also interesting to note that the Google-Apple API fulfills many of the privacy requirements
set forth in EU guidelines for contact tracing apps, making it usable in the EU. It collects
Bluetooth proximity data without any GPS tracking, generates random identification numbers by
phones that change every 10–20 minutes, requires users to opt-in to receiving exposure
notifications and to broadcasting their identifiers once they’ve tested positive, and stores data
following a decentralized model. It has been applauded by many privacy experts, including the
European Data Protection Supervisor, who tweeted: “it seems to tick the right boxes as regards
#user choice, #data protection by design and pan-European #interoperability.” Therefore, the
Google-Apple API, used in over 36 countries, constitutes a promising model for international
data sharing that overcomes limitations of distinguished data protection laws used in different
countries and regions.

Lesson 4: Limiting data usage to preserve privacy

Sounding the alarm on function creep: Singapore prosecution case
Government use of contact tracing data to prosecute an individual in Singapore sounded the
alarm regarding function creep and data misuse. On December 5, 2020, the Minister-in-charge of
the Smart Nation Initiative confirmed that data collected through the TraceTogether app was
used by the police in a murder investigation. Following inquiries from Members of Parliament,
the Minister of the State clarified that this data was made available to the police on the pretext of
Section 20 of the Criminal Procedure Code (2010) that provides the "power to order production
of any document or other thing" when police consider it necessary for a criminal investigation. In
response to public outrage, on February 2, 2021, a COVID-19 Temporary Measures Amendment
Bill was passed under a certificate of urgency that ensures that the use of TraceTogether data in
criminal investigations would be restricted to serious offences. The bill clarifies seven categories
of serious offenses (e.g., terrorism, use or possession of corrosive substances or dangerous
weapons, drug trafficking, kidnapping, sexual offences) and states that public agencies must stop
collecting data and delete all personal information collected once the pandemic is over. While
this legislation was introduced to protect privacy by limiting the use of data gathered through
contact tracing applications, in many ways the damage was already done.

This case of function creep, or using technology to perform a function it was not originally
collected for, not only undermines public trust in contact tracing applications as public health
tools but it also creates a slippery slope of non-health related data usage. Eroding public trust in
contact tracing applications is particularly nefarious because it hinders app adoption and limits



the user base, which in turn reduces the effectiveness of the app. What’s more, Singapore’s
contact tracing systems, through the TraceTogether app and token, have been lauded as a key
factor in the country’s low number of cases and deaths and these systems are viewed as
pioneering models for other countries. In fact, Australia adapted Singapore’s TraceTogeth app to
form their own COVIDSafe app. Therefore, national cases of function creep may hinder the
global public health response to the pandemic by weakening a critical tool, contact tracing
applications. Ultimately, function creep in contact tracing applications is a risk that requires
specific legislation in order to eliminate it.

Need for specific legislation:
Function creep for contact tracing applications is not an isolated concern as the inapplicability of
HIPAA combined with historical precedents of health data misuse further emphasize the need for
legislation regulating the use of data collected by contact tracing applications in the US.

Contact tracing applications exceed the scope of HIPAA because HIPAA’s Privacy Rule applies
only to data collected by health providers themselves, or businesses hired by health providers to
process their data. Therefore, Bluetooth exposure proximity systems such as the one designed by
Google and Apple would not be subject to any national regulation restricting the use of the data
collected through these systems. While many contact tracing app developers claim that their apps
will follow the requirements mandated by HIPAA when collecting, storing, and using users’
data, the lack of regulatory framework renders it impossible for any form of enforcement to be
imposed when these requirements are not met.

Additionally, the need for legislation regulating the use of data collected by contact tracing
applications is further underscored by numerous historical precedents where health data had been
used for non-health related purposes. In 2017, California law enforcement officials utilized
GEDMatch, a database of genetic information intended for individuals to share results from
genetic tests from companies like 23andMe and ancestryDNA in order to locate relatives and
assist in genealogy research, to identify the Golden State Killer, a serial rapist and murderer who
terrorized Northern California in the 1970s and '80s.25 In this case, GEDMatch customer’s
genetic data was used for a purpose that was not previously disclosed to customers and
contributed to a warrantless search without user consent.

New technologies, whether it’s GEDMatch or contact tracing applications, often fall between the
gaps of existing health data privacy regulations and can be ‘weaponized’/leveraged to fulfill
purposes that they were not intended for. Considering that the effectiveness of contact tracing
applications hinges on widespread adoption, it is critical that legislation that specifically targets
function creep be implemented. This type of legislation will not only guarantee that the privacy
of users is maintained by eliminating the risk of function creep, but it will also contribute to
fostering trust between app developers and users, which will encourage adoption.

Possible paths forward

25 Johnson, L., & Thadani, T. (2018, April 29). Arrest of suspected Golden State Killer through genealogy opens
'Pandora's box'. San Francisco Chronicle.
https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/Arrest-of-suspected-Golden-State-Killer-through-12872258.php.



1. Inspiration from GDPR and the European Commission’s guidance document:
EU’s GDPR requires users be informed on the potential uses of the data, before data collection
There are many aspects of GDPR that can be implemented to prevent and restrict function creep.
First, based on Articles 12 and 13 of the GDPR and on Article 5 of the ePrivacy Directive, health
authorities should provide the individuals with all necessary information related to processing
their personal data. In other words, personal data cannot be processed without the consent of the
individual with regards to the purpose for which the data is processed for. In the case of contact
tracing apps, this means that a person who is infected must provide consent before their
Bluetooth data can be processed in order to alert users who have been in close contact with an
infected person. Second, in terms of enforcement, under Article 58 of GDPR, for non-compliant
technologies, supervisory authority may decide to inspect, suspend or completely ban their use.
Finally, an alternative strategy that also restricts data usage is by guaranteeing the right to have
one’s data erased upon request, which is absent from the HIPAA.

2. CCPA & VCDPA: State-level initiatives
California and Virginia, with the 2018 California Consumer Protection Act and the 2021 Virginia
Consumer Data Protection Act, are the only two states who have passed comprehensive privacy
legislation. These legislations ensure rights guaranteed by GDPR such as the right to have one’s
data erased upon request.

3. PHEPA: toward federal privacy legislation
At a federal level, recognizing the need for comprehensive privacy legislation, a Public Health
Emergency Privacy Act bill was introduced in the Senate in May 2020. Although it did not pass,
the bill sought to impose requirements on covered organizations concerning the privacy,
confidentiality, and security of COVID-19 emergency health data, which is data that is linked to
an individual or device, specifically including data contact tracing applications.

CONCLUSION

While contact tracing applications are at their infancy, with evidence beginning to emerge on
their effectiveness and epidemiological value, there are many reasons that lead us to believe that
future iterations of these applications will become a central tool in epidemic responses. By
examining the extent to which existing legislative frameworks ensure privacy, we have
highlighted policy gaps and clarified how design specifications may increase the risk of
identification and data misuse.We have identified 4 key lessons that cover how data is collected,
stored, shared, and used and elucidate what design strategies must be implemented in order to
develop technologies that are both effective at stopping the spread of disease and
privacy-preserving.
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SECTION I: DISCUSSION

The topic of taxation has been growing in political and social discussions in modern

times as we continue to see widened wealth gaps, US deficit climbs, and more. The focus of this

research in the rather vast intricacy of taxation is the loopholes that allow corporations and

wealthy individuals to benefit immensely. Beneficial tax codes are important to have as they can

offset some of the associated costs of doing business and more. The issue that arises is the

overall net impact to the US economy. Is the reinvestment rate by corporations creating more

projects, investments, and jobs or is it staying in the pocket and creating a steeper revenue loss

for the US government? Do we need to take a deeper look into revitalizing tax policies to align in

the best interest of the economy?

It is important to first recognize the difference between tax avoidance and tax evasion.

Tax avoidance is the practice of avoiding due taxes through the manipulation of tax codes. Tax

codes are complex in nature so experts are able to legally take advantage of existing policies by

reducing the taxes owed through strategic moves for their clients. Real estate developers,

nonprofits, and large corporations tend to have some of the more extreme uses of tax avoidance

practices as their billions in revenues can end up with little to no taxes paid. Tax evasion, on the

other hand, is the failure to pay the full taxes through a mixture of legal and illegal activities

including but not limited to, not reporting money to the government. The Panama Papers is a



giant leak of millions of financial and legal records that exposed an underground system of

crime, corruption, and wrongdoing that triggered some of the large investigations by both

domestic and international authorities. Both tax avoidance and tax evasion are issues that need to

be properly addressed.

In this paper, however, we will be focusing on the problem of tax avoidance in the US.

There are quite a few loopholes but they are also side effects of a complex system that come with

its own benefits. Charity, for example, is a common loophole used by companies (especially

nonprofits) and individuals that lead to foregone tax revenues. This loophole is commonly

abused beyond its original intent. Policies are passed with intentions but entities continue to

game the system as long as it is flawed. The issue is badly designed tax codes that lack elements

of specificity and definition.

SECTION II: FINDINGS

I wanted to begin by exploring the income lost by the federal government due to taxes

that were uncollected. Taxes that are uncollected cannot go towards things like infrastructure,

federal programs, and other public-benefitting areas. On the flip side, the importance of tax

savings are recognized for entities because it keeps greater cash on hand to use in reinvesting in

projects, assets, incentives and more. To learn the specifics of the situation, I started by

quantifying the revenue losses at various points based on the data that I could find.



Looking into the US revenue losses due to taxation loopholes, we see that there is an

upwards trend from 2010-2011 and the problem is not solved in 2018. The US government

continues to lose precious revenues but it can be made up for if the money is actually circulating

in economically beneficial ways. This is when I determined the next step to understand how

these companies are using their tax savings because uncollected taxes could be a blessing in

disguise if it’s being used for investments which spurs economic growth.



However, I found that among the Fortune 500 companies, the top four in this list (Apple,

Comcast, ExxonMobil, and United Technologies) are responsible for a majority of the total

investment amounts and are actually just a continuation of existing trends versus a planned

investment increase (“New Investments”). The context of this is how the companies were

planning to spend in the new year with their tax savings from the Trump tax cut. This is

significant to show how companies utilize their savings whether it comes from a tax cut or tax

avoidance practice.

In this graphic which shows the years of 1952-2012, a decline in the corporate-collected

taxes which is measured as a percent of federal revenues is shown. Corporations are

continuously paying less and less supplemented with non-investment spending and/or wage

hikes or bonuses that would benefit the economy and/or the bottom line. Due to the negative

repercussions of corporate practice, addressing policies should be of concern.



SECTION III: OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER

There are other factors that must be considered when it comes to economic discussions.

Corporations and individuals certainly have concerns about the inefficiencies of the government

that too need to be taken a look at. I found that taxation is a costly process for both the

government and individuals/businesses as well, making them even more unattractive to do. The

cost of collecting taxes for the government is about 1%  of collected revenues and about 2-24%

in compliance costs for the business. We should consider, in the form of furthering this research,

looking at ways to create efficiency in the complex system that we currently have such as

reducing the cost of the compliance process. Additionally, there is also unhappiness with how

government money is being spent for certain federal programs and purchases that could be

considered wasteful. Holding all entities related to the taxation system accountable is important

for a fully functioning and ethical system.

SECTION III: WHAT’S NEXT

Ultimately, this research is to understand the landscape of the current tax system and its

net impact on the US economy. Given that there are uses and benefits to tax savings, we need to

further define these tax codes to encourage proper tax practices. Furthermore, aligning tax

incentives with some sort of federal objective that benefits the public/people is a way to ensure

that there is no one-sided win or loss. An improper system will be exploited as much as it can be

done and those that are carrying out these avoidance practices are not to blame as they are

merely gaming the system. It is up to the politicians and officials in the federal government to

properly address this system and form policies that benefit both corporations, people, and

government alike.
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Abstract

As many businesses turn to vocalize the need to constantly improve the lives of patients, many including

Apple are establishing goals to promote healthier lifestyles, reduce disparities, and provide access to

health preventive services. As this emergence of business into the field of health grows, studies show that

only businesses showcasing expert-level strategic marketing and analytics, and accessible and

wide-spread use of their platforms, can transform their opportunity into a reality of contributing

widespread benefits to population health. Fulfilling these characteristics, Apple, in particular, is leading

this revolution with the measures it has taken through the Apple Watch. From collaborative studies to the

implementation of third-party health apps, its initiatives invite users to take care of their health, measure

their fitness, and are growing to provide early diagnosis notifications of different diseases and tackle the

spread of the Coronavirus pandemic.This study will thus evaluate the extent to which the Apple Watch

can improve population health by considering a number of variables. It will understand how Apple Watch

is increasing personal health interaction and will provide suggestions and limitations for any business

designing a patient-centric wearable device to consider.

Keywords: Apple Watch, Wearable Technologies, Population Health, Business in Health, Personal Health

Management, Validity of Wearable Technology Measurements, Contact Tracing, Telehealth



Introduction

In today’s global business environment, companies have great ambitions to extend their impact and are

increasingly showing interest in moving into the field of health care. From pilot services to innovative

products, these businesses are vocalizing the need to constantly improve the lives of patients. As they

pride themselves on their innovations and complex problem-solving skills, they turn to technology as a

means to provide affordable and accessible tools for patients to manage their health.Walmart, for example,

launched Walmart Health, health centers across the United States with the mission to become “America’s

neighborhood health destination.” Similarly, Amazon, created a pilot healthcare service for its employees

in the Seattle, Washington, area just last year. Beyond health care services, businesses are creating

innovative products to empower patients to manage their health. Apple recently launched Carekit, a

collection of apps and devices such as the Apple Watch that simplifies recording health data and engages

patients during their stay at hospitals. These disruptive innovations have caught the eyes of many,

including researchers, physicians, and clinicians. Many were concerned about complex patient cases as

well as disenfranchised patients, who are among the highest users of the current healthcare system, are

heavily dependent on the variety of resources and infrastructure it provides, and tend not to incorporate

new structures and habits into their daily routines. As for the technological initiatives released by these

businesses, many affirmed that unless a firm is large, has strong and established analytical tools and

marketing expertise, and caters to a larger-scale user population, the entrance of such businesses in the

health industry will not be able to make long-term, large-scale impact. (Stey, Anne et al., 2018)

In terms of these three characteristics, Apple dominantes at a marketing scale and data analytics and its

obsession with design and innovation has cultivated an incomparably loyal following in which 15% of a

study’s surveyed users admitted to purchasing “anything that Apple releases.” (Eyes4Research, 2015) Just



from this, it showcases a possibility to build promising foundations to make a significant positive impact

on population health.

In 2015, Apple released its first model of the Apple Watch, the Apple Watch Series 1. According to

iPhone Killer: The Secret History of the Apple Watch, in which WIRED magazine exclusively sat down

with Apple’s vice president of technology Kevin Lynch to discuss the creation of the first Apple Watch,

the intentions behind this first-ever body-worn Apple product was never health related. Apple wanted to

launch an engaging product that would steer away from the “invasive” nature iPhones have become: “the

goal was to free people from their phones.” (Pierce, 2015) With this as a starting point, the watch was

developed with the ultimate drive of making it unique to the user. This is where design aspects grew,

customers followed, and digital add-ons were prioritized from an array of relevant information like the

weather and a user’s activity level. Six years later, Apple is on its sixth series of Apple Watch models and

it continues to invest in health and wellness by partnering with numerous third-party health apps that track

long-term health trends and provide daily details of a wide range of health metrics. In fact, Apple’s CEO

Tim Cook declared as the watch has launched the mission to “democratize health care”, health will be

“Apple’s greatest contribution to mankind.” (CNBC, 2019)

As the wearable goes on to be worn by a growing 100 million user-population, it becomes increasingly

interesting to understand if Apple will continue to unveil new hardware and software features revolving

around health monitoring and how its devices can be more represented in patient lives, physician

appointments, and ultimately impact long-term population health. (Cybart, 2021)

In fact, researchers are sharing insights on the usage patterns of Apple Watch and other wearable devices,

desmontratring how the biometric monitoring capabilities are playing a growing role in monitoring



chronic conditions such as sleep apnea, atrial fibrillation, dibateres, and hypertension. As a result, a

significant population of patients with these conditions are wearable owners, as showcased in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Prevalence of four health conditions among weable owners, compared to US population
average. Sources: In-App Survey of Cardiogram Users, CDC.

As the trend for wearable technologies acting as health management tools grows, it’s important to analyze

the extent to which these devices will truly benefit patients and what recommendations this study can pull

for Apple Watch to consider in order to create positive long-term effects on patients' health. This is why

this research paper will examine the following: To what extent will the Apple Watch benefit population

health through its existing watch models? In answering this question, the study moreover answers: How

does the Apple Watch contribute to improving and managing patient health? Are its biometric

measurements reliable and what can users do with them? What kind of apps help patient outcomes and

how can Apple Watch improve its collaborations with health apps to produce large-scale health impact?



Methodology

This research paper will therefore go on to answer these questions with hopes of evaluating the extent to

which wearables will play a key role in improving patients’ health by increasing health management and

tracking early-onsets and physical well-being. In terms of methodology, this research study takes a

qualitative and quantitative approach. This paper closely examines a collection of over 30 reviews to

provide in-depth analysis of three different themes: reliability and validity of wearable devices, Apple

Watch health apps: from fitness tracking and early diagnosis apps to health management initiatives, and

Apple Watch’s contributions against COVID. By comparatively assessing Apple Watch to other

competing fitness trackers and wearable devices in the market and summarizing current findings and

suggestions for the watch’s health-related impact, this paper will lay a clear outline of recommendations

and limitations for designers to consider to maximize the potential the watch has in benefitting population

health outcomes. While this paper mainly focuses on the Apple Watch and contributions it has made thus

far, the study’s analysis can be applied to any other wearable technology and will feature a comparative

assessment with other leading wearable devices.

The literature review conducted in this research project references a variety of scholarly articles in which

researchers performed experiments to determine where wearables technologies stand in providing

accurate biometrics and reliable business articles that provided insights on Apple’s strategies, its plans to

expand their health impact, its user demographics, and more.

Performing a cross sectional study on users’ experience of wearable activity trackers, researchers like

Carol Maher, Jillian Ryan, Christina Ambrosi, and Sarah Edney explored data from over 200 patients

(behaviour change, physical activity, diet, and sleep), who used their trackers for a period of five to seven

months. Yang Bai, Praveen Veerabhadrappa, Matthew P Wallen and their respective fellow researchers



each looked at a number of patient data while test subjects performed a set of physical and resting

activities. Patients in these studies spanned different age groups and health conditions. Maarten Falter et

alia, for example, gauged Apple Watch measurement validity in patients with cardiovascular disease.

Final patient data was compared to clinically-used devices or other leading brands in the fitness tracker

and wearable device industry.

Results

Reliability and Validity of Apple Watch Measurements

Wearable technologies are growing mainstream every day, yet validation studies of these consumer

devices and their measurements remain scarce. As such, this research paper consolidates a clear

understanding of the existing results to map out a plan for future researchers to close in on validating

estimations and highlighting which measurements have yet to be considered clinically reliable.

Throughout experimental analyses, three estimations were specifically looked at: heart rate, energy

expenditures, and step count.

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) Accuracy Analysis

Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis is a tool in which passive monitoring of an individual’s nervous

system can be automatically assessed. Different wearable devices have been evaluated and compared for

HR estimation, including but not limited to Apple Watch, Fitbit Charge HR, and Garmin. When

evaluating healthy patients across different sets of exercises such as walking, running, cycling, and sitting,

all three devices showcase high accuracy of HR measurement when compared to an electrocardiography

(ECG) monitor. While both Garmin and Fitbit Charge HR provide estimations equivalent to heart rate



monitor, this was Apple Watch’s best estimation across all three measurements. Generally, percentage

error for heart rate data was low for all three devices, ranging from 1% to 9%.

Energy expenditure

Many researchers noted that energy expenditure (EE), energy needed to support minimal physical

activities, generally had poor accuracy when compared to gold-standard (indirect calorimetry) estimation

methods. The Apple Watch systematically overestimated patients’ EE in more than three experiments.

However, Apple Watch 1 did have relatively stronger validity when compared to Fitbit Charge HR. As

percent error for this measurement ranged from 9% to 43%, researchers affirm that “quite large bias exists

with the addition of systematic error.” (Veerabhadrappa, et al., 2018)

Step count

Experiments evaluating accuracy for the step count measurement demonstrated high levels of accurate

data. While Apple Watch 1 had stronger validity when compared to Fitbit Charge HR, the percent error

was very insignificant at 0.034%.

Wearable biometrics, in terms of step count, showcase very accurate data from the Apple Watch, as well

as from Fitbit and Garmin wearable model; however, energy expenditure and HRV metrics need to be

improved, especially for patients with diseases in the case of heart rate data from cardiovascular patients,

for example.

Refining the ability to provide accurate and reliable biometric data is crucial because big data from fitness

trackers is offering a new input into health disparities across the nation and its potential causes.

(Diagnostic and Interventional Cardiology, 2020) As physical activity is proving to be one of four key

behaviors individuals can undertake to improve their heart health, more users are becoming attached to



these technologies as means of monitoring potential improvements. However, medical director at Mayo

Clinic Karl Poterack, M.D., alongside many other physicians, claims that there still exists a lack of

understanding of these biometrics and a need for hospitals, firms, physicians, and researchers, to better

use this data. As of now, the data is being accumulated and analyzed to manage personal health and

passively diagnose any potential conditions (this is expanded on in the next section). Furthermore, the

data could help draw more insights of health trends, but the technological infrastructure is still

developing to appropriately establish such findings.

One development involving data and the prediction of health trends is the transformation of wearable

data into data heat maps linking health trends seen in various regions of the United States to population

data from a wearable technology.

The cardiology-driven health publication Diagnostic and Interventional Cardiology (DAIC) published

these heat map in February 2020 which associate daily step count data retrieved from Fitbit to trends in

health conditions across the US.



Figure 2: Fitbit big data heat map from Fitbit wearable health tracker users showing a comparison of
steps vs. obesity rates by state. (Diagnostic and Interventional Cardiology, 2020)

Figure 3: Fitbit big data heat map from Fitbit wearable health tracker users showing a comparison of
steps vs. diabetes rates by state. (Diagnostic and Interventional Cardiology, 2020)



Figure 4: Fitbit big data heat map from Fitbit wearable health tracker users showing a comparison of
steps vs. obesity rates by state. (Diagnostic and Interventional Cardiology, 2020)

Apple Watch Health Apps: Fitness Tracking, Early Diagnosis, Health Management

Throughout the years, Apple has released six generationational models, with more health apps,

notifications, and sensors featured in each of the newest devices. While the watch initially captured many

fitness tracking data such as the measurements we evaluated in the first part of this results section, the

company is moving towards the development and partnership of powerful apps that provide patients with

important information (health data beyond fitness). Figure 5 showcases a comparative analysis of some of

the features that are displayed on different models.



Figure 5: Comparative Chart of Health Features on Apple Watch Models

The last column displaying which watches exhibit fall detection sensors demonstrates this initiative of

predicting symptoms of diseases. In 2019, for example, Apple partnered with Stanford Medicine through

the Apple Heart Study, which evaluates data from Apple Watch to detect possible symptoms of atrial

fibrillation (AFib). The goal of this study is to ameliorate wearable technologies in detecting irregular

heart rhythms, a leading cause of stroke. (Stanford Medicine, 2019) The app was available for anyone to

download and use, as long they were a U.S. resident over the age of 22, and were using an Apple Watch

Series 1 or later. Nearly half a million people signed up to participate in the Heartline Study, which

makes it one of the largest research efforts ever. Results confirmed that 71% patients that were screen

positive for AFib indeed were diagnosed with the irregularity. Overall, 0.5% of surveyed individuals

received irregular rhythm notifications and 21% followed up and received an EG patch, in which 34%

were confirmed to have AFib. Because the watch was not intended to be a screening tool for health

conditions in large populations, the study is an example of how leveraging both patient and widely

available consumer devices has the great potential of decreasing adverse outcomes and pushing users

towards earlier therapy. However, researchers noted that further studies are needed to maximize this

potential and Apple should partner with health professionals to best improve their apps.



A few months later, in late 2019, Apple announced that it will feature a third-party app to its watch, called

the Heartline App. The Heartline app engages up to up 180,000 patients aged 65 and older to analyze

irregular heart rhythm, a leading cause of stroke and potentially detect AFib, as this irregularly is difficult

to diagnose with the lack of symptoms experienced by patients (different then the ECG app and irregular

rhythm notification feature on the watch). More importantly, to best evaluate the effectiveness of this app,

the app was in partnership with Johnson & Johnson, who are currently leading a three study study with

the goal of improving heart health outcomes including reducing the risk of stroke and other cardiovascular

conditions. (Johnson & Johnson, 2020)

While results are still yet to be published, Apple Watch proves to be effective in identifying individuals

with unsuspected AFib. The more Apple works with physicians and health companies, the more it can

improve its positive predictive values. Because physicians are already recommending patients to monitor

AFib via wearable technologies according to a University of Texas Southwestern professor of medicine,

Apple Watch could truly revolutionise the way patients are screened and gather helpful data at a

population level. (Evaluate Vantage, 2019)

Beyond early diagnosis apps, Apple is improving patients’ relationships with their health by inviting them

to use management tools via Apple Watch apps. The Mymobility app, for example, connects patients,

surgeons, and the medical care team for surgical preparation and recovery management. This helps

establish health strategies, benefitting both physicians and patients, as the smartwatch provides

pre-procedure educational materials, activities to facilitate recovery, transmission of mobility measures,

and opportunities for rapid feedback. In addition to this, the Apple Watch is able to transfer measurement

data to the iPhone Health app and allows users to holistically visualize their health records.



Contributions against COVID-19

The pandemic has showcased its ability to accelerate the disruption of the practice of medicine as many

countries went on to suspend non-urgent scheduled hospital visits. Ever since, the adoption of telehealth

has been rising and clinicians have gone to the extent of transitioning to virtual health platforms to

maintain their patient appointments and have promoted the utilization of wearable sensors. Yet, this

adoption of telehealth was already steeply rising in the United States back in 2019, with a significant

increase of 46% utilization. With the additional new adoptions surged from the pandemic, many,

including patients, clinicians, and physicians, feel more comfortable with this health model and show

signs of maintaining in a post-COVID era. In fact, the Eyes4Research study reported that 76% surveyed

consumers plan continuing to use telehealth.

With regards to Apple directly acting on the Apple Watch to help contribute during the pandemic, the

Apple Watch, among other smartwatches and wearables devices, was found to be able to detect the

coronavirus up to seven days before diagnosis due to its continuous measurement of physiological

markers like heart rates and skin temperature. Data collected by these smartwatches was said to be

instrumental in controlling the virus, given that more than half of cases are spread by asymptomatic

carriers. Variations in sleep duration, for example, before and after symptom onset of COVID and resting

heart rate observations can alert patients with COVID ahead of symptom onset or on the same day.

Beyond sleep variations, the Apple Watch can show significant changes in HRV metrics up to seven days

before individuals had a positive nasal swab confirming COVID-19 infection and demonstrated

significant changes at the time of symptom development. A breakthrough in the management of

COVID-19, this technology can help track and predict outcomes, and allow health specialists intervene in

a timely and remote manner. Authors do note that data from wearables are particularly prone to noise and



a portion of healthy participants could have received false positions from studied models. (Zhu et al.,

2020)

In addition to this, Apple has partnered with Google and the NHS, the United Kingdom’s National Health

Services to create an Exposure Notification System (ENS) tha tracks outbreak’s through phones and sends

data to an officiant contact tracing app. Again, experts affirm that digital contract tracing technologies can

only make an impact if they’re distributed widely and downloaded by a substantial portion of the general

population. However, the ENS initiative is reducing the burden on public health authorities and lowers the

barrier of entry for users to opt into the effort and is effective in extending Google and Apple’s reach to

support all groups including elderly population who may not use smartphones that have been predominant

in being a contact tracing platform for many.

Discussion

Overall, wearable technologies that are taking similar steps to the Apple Watch are showcasing promising

results and as more and more users plan on continuous to use telehealth post COVID, it’s going to have to

address the certain limitations; however, if its initiatives grow to tackle widespread usages and are

collaborating with health professionals, this could really engage users to have a stronger relationship with

their health and provide a safer and healthier environment for all.

When assessing the validity of its watches’ estimations compared to others, an extensive amount of

studies examining Fitbit’s biometrics were available. Further research is suggested for all studied

wearable technologies to validate the results of these comparisons. Even more so for the Apple Watch as



the wearable is collaborating more and more with health apps and is seeing a very large growing

user-population.

With regards to early diagnosis apps, certain limitations exist that underline a need for Apple to ensure

that the data it is generating through its health apps can properly be understood and used. There exists a

need for Apple to collaborate with physicians to ensure that the data is clearly understood by patients and

that the next steps are appropriately outlined. Beyond this, partnerships with cardiologists, for example,

can continue to help convince cardiologists that Apple Watch can play a role in monitoring for signs of

AFib. Currently, as Apple Watch identifies more and more patients with AFib, the medical community

does not know how to treat all cases (especially for those in the early stages) because doctors aren’t

properly treating anyone who is known to be at risk. This is interesting and something that Apple needs to

take into consideration to avoid overwhelming the physician community and creating stress among

early-diagnosed patients that may not receive treatment.

The issue of data privacy is rising in all industries; however, with telehealth, personally identifiable

information is at risk particularly in the case of the Apple Watch which stored its studies from the Heart

App Study data with Standard University. In addition to this, the Health app linked between both the

watch and iPhone stores patient health records from multiple institutions. First responders and emergency

room clinicians are able to bypass a patients’ passcode to access this data if critically needed. This

medical ID does showcase practicality and an easier way to manage medical records, and while patient

privacy is assured by Apple to not be compromised, all users must be aware of this risk.

With all these in mind, future research can evaluate to what extent data privacy will be an obstacle in the

expansion of telehealth. With respect to Apple Watch and its user population, interesting findings about

the effect of widespread adoption in promoting benefits of consumer wearables in the field of health.



Back in 2015, Apple Watch’s direction of its presence in health mainly focused on tracking fitness.

Because of its powerful marketing strategies, it glamorized tracking fitness and was able to grow its user

population. As the Apple Watch has shifted its focus from fitness tracker to creating a personable health

management tool, user intentions have moreove evolved. Which marketing strategies have affected user

purchase intentions of the Apple Watch? How can existing firms within the health industry or businesses

seeking to enter adopt marketing strategies to promote health initiatives and establish widespread

adoption?

Conclusion

To conclude, the Apple Watch demonstrates a promising foundation in its contributions in benefiting

population health. As Apple continues to refine its estimation accuracy of health feature measurements, it

should seek to partner with tech companies and physicians. Technology companies will support the

implementation of mobile technology in health management and disease prevention by decreasing false

positives and creating a more secure and data private platform. Their impact can extend beyond this as it

can moreover help draw more insights by transforming data into understandable findings and predicting

health trends as seen through the Fitbit heat maps. Through their knowledge and expertise, physicians will

additionally guide the expansion of passive monitoring devices and provide a more patient-centric

perspective that will push Apple Watch to ensure data outcome understanding and outline the appropriate

steps patients need to take after early diagnosis. With these suggestions in mind, consumer wearable

technologies that adopt these steps can have long-term positive patient impact and will revolutionize the

way physicians, cliniancs, and patients interact with health for years to come.
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Abstract
The current generation of college students comprises “cord-cutters” and “cord-nevers”, those
who represent the impact of emerging technology on the entertainment industry. As a result of
the move towards online streaming video services over traditional cable television, many
companies have emerged with their streaming offerings, hoping to enter the “streaming wars''
and cinch a loyal audience. College-aged students make up a large portion of streaming service
consumers, so new companies looking to enter the market, or current companies hoping to find
improvements will also need to consider this population. This study describes the current
streaming environment among college-aged students, to understand the most popular SVODs,
the attitudes students have towards them, and the relationship between their preferences and
lifestyles.
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Introduction
Nowadays, technological innovation is everywhere and it has changed the way we view and
relate to the world. Technologies like cloud computing and augmented reality have major
implications for businesses and governments. For the average consumer, however, the impact of
technological innovation can be seen through the way we consume media, particularly TV.

Traditionally, television is viewed through a cable provider, and a customer would buy a package
of channels to watch. However, with the creation of Netflix’s online video streaming service in
2007, many new services have arisen, offering their customers cheaper prices, interesting
content, and fewer (if any) advertisements. As a result, many consumers have started to become
“cord-cutters”: those who substitute their traditional cable with online TV streaming. In turn, a



new generation is also arising: “cord nevers”, tech-savvy consumers who have never subscribed
to a cable provider, and only use SVODs (Johnson, 2014).

This current generation of college students falls within Generation or Gen Z, who have always
had readily available technology. Gen Z comprises “cord-cutters” and “cord-nevers” who do not
pay for cable but instead have entertainment at the touch of their fingertips (Onimus, 2020). As a
result, this generation’s streaming habits and preferences are of interest to current and emerging
SVOD providers since they will most likely provide the most growth in subscribers. This study
describes this generation’s streaming service preferences and habits at a public four-year
university.

Literature Review
Currently, according to a 2019 PwC study on consumer attitudes and preferences, the number of
Netflix subscribers has surpassed those of traditional cable since 2018, and Amazon Prime and
Hulu have gained more market share over time (PricewaterhouseCooper, 2019). Additionally,
many SVODs have been released since that time, such as HBO Max, Apple+, and Disney+, who
all offer original content. The influx of SVODs has been dubbed the “streaming wars”, as
network companies are emerging to cinch customers and gain market share
(PricewaterhouseCooper, 2019). While the PwC study’s population ranged from cord-nevers to
traditional TV subscribers, it may be necessary for SVODs to look at the cord-never population
in particular, since Gen Z is maturing and making independent decisions about their
entertainment choices.

A 2018 study by Vaterlaus et al about college students and binge-watching mentions that they are
most likely to binge-watch or watch television on an online video streaming service for hours on
end. It also concluded that the college lifestyle “facilitated binge TV watching”, as students
reported they would binge watch for “relaxation”, “fun”, as a “distraction”, or while they were
“accomplishing their responsibilities” (Vaterlaus et al., 2018). According to the study,
binge-watching on SVODs is a cost-effective form of entertainment and a way to stay on-trend
socially with their peers (Vaterlaus et al., 2018). As a result, college-aged populations are a loyal
market for SVODs since they perceive it to be a major entertainment form.

In terms of preferences, studies, like the aforementioned PwC study, have concluded that Netflix
is the preferred streaming service of U.S. consumers, likely due to a first-mover advantage.
Preferred features of SVODs have been researched as well to understand the influential factors
that move a consumer towards online streaming. A 2018 study by Lee et al called “Factors
affecting online streaming subscriptions” was conducted with public university students who
were considered millennials. The study concluded that cost, available options, and social trends
were factors that influenced the adoption of SVODs over cable TV (Lee et al., 2018).



With these factors taken into consideration, some studies have aimed to create a hypothetical
“ideal” streaming service. At Florida State University, participants were asked through surveys
and interviews about their preferences relating to content, technology, price, advertising, and
satisfaction to determine what would be an ideal personalized streaming service. The study found
that students would be likely to pay between $30 and $50 for a streaming service that is tailored
to all of their individual needs, such as personalized content, minimal to no advertisements, lack
of uninteresting content, and compatibility with multiple devices (Onimus, 2020).

Methodology and Analysis
While there have been studies on the streaming habits of college students, and on general
consumer preferences, this study acts as a descriptive study on the video streaming habits and
preferences in college populations. Also, few studies have been conducted on video streaming
preferences after late 2019 when a plethora of new services entered the market, like Disney+,
Peacock, and HBO Max. Currently, the market for SVODs looks different and more competitive
compared to the market before 2019. As a result, there are more options for a student to choose
from, which could have implications for their preferences in a streaming service and its features.

This study was conducted at the University of Maryland with undergraduate students aged
between 18-24. The study included 95 participants who were recruited through email listservs to
respond to a 10-minute survey. The survey included both open-ended and multiple-choice
questions. It was split into three sections: preferences regarding specific services, preferences
and attitudes regarding services features, studying and streaming habits, and demographic
information. Due to questions regarding purchase decisions, participants were able to opt out of
answering them. The survey was open for three weeks and the data was compiled and analyzed
using the Qualtrics platform.

Research Questions:
1. What are the most popular SVODs among college-aged consumers and why?
2. Is there a relationship between a student’s demographic and habits, and their preferred

streaming service?

Results/Discussion

Participants’ preferences of video SVODs:

Out of the respondents, 89.89% were subscribed to two or more SVODs. About half of
respondents do not pay for their SVODs, and 82.02% of respondents share passwords for their



streaming service accounts. The majority of respondents selected Netflix as the SVOD they used
most often at 97.73%, followed by Amazon Prime (60.23%) and Hulu (59.09%).

Figure 1: “What streaming service(s) are you planning to subscribe to within the next 12 months? Check all
that apply.”

Figure 2: “What streaming service(s) are you considering unsubscribing from? Check all that apply.”

Respondents were asked what video SVODs they were planning to subscribe to in the next 12
months, and Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Disney+ were the top three services. However,
Disney+ and Hulu were the top services that respondents were considering unsubscribing from.
When respondents were asked for the reasons participants were considering from unsubscribing,
words and phrases like “lack of content”, “price”,  and “uninteresting” were used, and
participants did not want to subscribe to a service for one show, such as Hulu and “The
Handmaid’s Tale”.



Preferred Features and Attitudes:

Figure 3: “Which features do you enjoy the most?”

When respondents were asked about the features they valued the most in an SVOD, 82.14% of
respondents selected “Lack of advertisements”, followed by “Price” (65.09%), and “Ease of
Use” (67.86%). Participants were then asked an open-ended question about one feature they
valued the most, and the most prevalent word was “content”.



Figure 4: “What emotion do you feel most towards the SVODs you are subscribed to?”

The majority of respondents claimed they were “Fulfilled/Satisfied” with their streaming service
subscriptions and only a small portion felt any negative emotion towards them.

Relationship between SVOD preferences and habits:

92.77% of participants were full-time students, and about half (53.01%) worked a job as well.
Participants averaged about 8.14 hours of studying or working per day and the mode was 6 and 7
hours of study time. 74.70% of respondents said they did not stream while they studied while
25.30% said they did.



Figure 5: Features Valued by Number of Study/Work Hours

Figure 6: Preferred SVODs by Number of Work/Study Hours

Of the participants who selected 7 hours of work/study time, Netflix was the most used
streaming service, and lack of advertisements was the most valued feature.

Demographic information:

76.83% of respondents identified as women. However, the difference between men and women
participants was not significant since both followed the general trend of streaming service



preferences and valued features as above. However, among the 3.66% of
non-binary/non-conforming participants, HBO Max was more popular than Amazon Prime, and
“Ease of Use” was valued over the other features.

In terms of years enrolled in college, 18.07% were first-years, 22.89% were second-years,
34.94% were third-years, and 24.10% were enrolled for 4+ years.

Figure 7: How many participants pay for their SVODs by years enrolled



Figure 8: Features valued by years enrolled

Among the different enrollment years, the features they valued varied, as only second-years
valued “Price” over “Lack of advertisements”. Among the third-year respondents, “Lack of
Advertisements” and “Price” were the features that were selected the most. When looking at how
many students in each year paid for their streaming service offerings, more third-years were
paying for their SVODs over second and first years.

When participants were sorted into their respective academic colleges, 29.49% of respondents
were in the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, followed by 17.95% in the College of
Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences.

Figure 9: Preferred SVOD by Academic College



The results for academic colleges followed the same trend of preferred SVODs as the overall
results, with Netflix staying as the top service for most colleges. However, Disney+ was the
second most used service among participants in the Smith School of Business, the College of
Arts and Humanities, and the School of Public Policy.

69.05% of participants identified as “White”, 25.00% as “Asian/Asian American”, 5.95% as
“Black or African American”, and 8.75% were of Hispanic or Latinx origin.

Figure 10: Preferred SVOD by race/ethnicity

Asian/Asian American participants and participants who were of Hispanic/Latinx Origin had
similar preferences in SVODs, with Netflix and Amazon Prime being the most used. The White
participants differed somewhat, preferring Hulu over Amazon Prime. Black or African American
participants used Disney+ as much as Hulu after Netflix.

Conclusion
Overall, the most popular streaming service among college populations, regardless of a student’s
demographics or habits, was Netflix, likely due to its first-mover advantage in the industry. In
terms of why certain SVODs are more popular, the features that most participants valued were
content and lack of advertisements, which is similar to the results of Onimus’ study mentioned
above. As students spend much of their time in class, studying, or in extracurriculars, using
SVODs like Netflix and Amazon Prime that provide exclusive content with no commercials
would be an effective use of the little free time that students may have. For an emerging or
current streaming service, these features should be considered in their implementation as they
would give them a competitive edge against the already-popular SVODs out right now.



In terms of demographic differences, the most notable differences were between years enrolled.
There was a considerable shift between the population paying for their SVODs between
second-year and third-years. Interestingly, price was the most valued feature among
second-years. As college students start to experience independence, these results could
demonstrate how students become more financially independent. When they start to take on
internships and jobs, they make more decisions about how much to spend on entertainment.
However, since more 4+ year students in the study were not paying for their streaming service
options, the spending decisions of all students can not be completely explained by the data.

Some limitations of the study included the amount of white and women-identifying students who
completed the survey. While data was still able to be collected and analyzed among each group,
the smaller number of participants in certain populations like Black/African American students
makes the data collected among those participants hard to interpret. Also, this study focuses
primarily on college populations because they are all currently in Gen Z, and assumes all of the
participants are “cord-nevers”. However, many universities offer free cable to their students,
such as Xfinity Stream, so this study does not address how much students use that in comparison
to their streaming subscriptions.

Areas for further research include adding a temporal element to the study, such as focusing on a
sample within Gen Z and following them past graduation into their full-time career. A temporal
element to the study would be useful to know whether this generation prefers SVODs because
they fit their college lifestyles, or if it is a true characteristic of Gen Z to avoid cable altogether.
Also, another area would include watching how preferences change as new services are being
created over time.

In conclusion, video SVODs have continued to be a primary mode of entertainment for
consumers today, and cable companies have to find innovative ways to catch up with the network
effects involved in these online, low-cost services. As more network and media companies have
seen the success of Netflix, many are releasing their offerings as they realize customers are
cutting the cord. Since the current generation of college students are primarily streaming TV
online, they are the next population of consumers to focus on, especially during and after their
time in college as they become more independent. While this study is on a smaller scale, it adds
to a very new area of research on the preferences of a generation that is engaging with brand-new
technological innovations every day.
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Abstract 

A prevalent issue in today’s society is the lack of knowledge in financial literacy and 

efficient decision-making when it comes to money. This problem is especially ubiquitous 

in young adults who graduate college with student debts. Students pay hundreds of 

thousands of dollars for education that pertains to specific majors that will be applicable 

to professional endeavors. However, there are universities that do not offer courses to 

students that teach elementary financial literacy. The absence of courses that focus on 

these skills make it more difficult for students to graduate college and go into the “real 

world” with more confidence in their ability to be independent.  
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Introduction 

Financial literacy continues to remain relevant in different aspects of society. It can be seen in 

the setting of financial service firms, loans and mortgages, economic health, and in the classroom 

setting. The concept of financial literacy pertains to the process of making money. Specifically, ` 

 

Nowadays, recent college graduates face difficulty in navigating their way through life after 

undergraduate/graduate studies. Difficulties include finding stability in professional careers, 

figuring out independence, and handling student loans that accumulated over the years spent in 

college. Specifically, the stress that is rooted from the lack of knowledge in financial literacy and 

effective planning results in anxiety and depression within these young adults that is carried on 

for long increments of time throughout their adulthood. During a person’s undergraduate studies, 

credit hours are spent on immersing oneself in their selected major(s) and prepares them for 

professional careers post-graduate. With heavy workload amounts coupled obligations outside of 

academic endeavors, students are rarely given the opportunity to learn the important skills of 

financial literacy. They graduate college with little knowledge on how to manage student loans, 

effective allocate their financials for other resources including retirement plans, savings 

accounts, etc.  

 

This paper analyzes different surveys conducted that measures college student’s abilities to 

answer basic questions about their financial literacy skills. In doing so, trends can be found 

where students lack the confidence to answer simple questions regarding how they spend their 

money, and the type of savings plans they have for the future.  

 



The Harris Poll: 2020 Consumer Financial Literacy Survey 

The 2020 Financial Literacy Survey was conducted virtually on behalf of the National 

Foundation of Credit Counseling (NFCC) amongst 2,004 U.S. adults aged 18+. Factors that were 

noted throughout the study included a person’s age, race, sex, economic status, household 

income, and education. These respondents to the survey were amongst people who voluntarily 

agreed to take the survey.  

 

The significant findings pertain to budget & spending, retirement, debt, and personal finance 

retention. The questions asked in the survey highlight individual strengths, weaknesses, and 

aspirations with regards to personal finance and plans of money allocation. Research entails that 

financial behavior can have an impact on one’s retention, but is not necessarily the main 

correlation to a person’s financial literacy levels.  

 

With regards to budget, spending, and savings, 47% of the respondents say that they have a 

budget that they monitor closely. This budget centers around spending on food, housing, and 

entertainment. More than half of the U.S. adults (52%) are spending roughly the same amount of 

money as they were last year, 27% are spending more money, and 22% are spending fewer than 

before.  

 

A prevalent issue that Americans deal with is retirement plans. 70% of Americans reveal that 

they allocate a portion of their annual income. Specifically, 56% of Americans feel “very or 

somewhat confident” that they have enough money for retirement. 22% of U.S. adults who took 



the survey feel “very confident” about their status with retirement savings, while 23% are not 

confident at all.  

More than half of all adults in the United States (62%) have had credit card debt in the last year, 

and more than two-fifths (46%) have tried to find a cheaper interest rate. Adults between the 

ages of 18 and 44 are more likely to have tried to lower their interest rate (46 percent 18-34 and 

36 percent 35-44 vs. 23 percent 45-54, 15 percent 55-64, and 13 percent 65+). While more than 

two-thirds of persons in the United States (69%) pay all of their payments on time and have no 

debts in collections, this percentage is much lower than it has been in the previous four years (72 

percent in 2019, 72 percent in 2018, 75 percent in 2017, and 74 percent in 2016). As a result, 

more over one-quarter (27%) of people admit to not paying their bills on time, the highest 

percentage since 33% in 2012. 

 

Over half of respondents in the United States (57%) continue to grade themselves an “A” or “B” 

on their personal finance expertise, and nearly nine out of ten (87%) say they are very or 

moderately sure that they made the proper decision during their most recent major financial 

decision (such as picking a credit card, buying a car, or refinancing their mortgage). At the same 

time, more than a quarter of a million people (13%) say they are not very or not at all confident, 

a figure that has risen slightly each year since 2017. (12 percent in 2019, 10 percent in 2018, and 

8 percent in 2017). Ones aged 65 and over are more likely than younger adults to be confidence 

in their most recent major financial decision (95 percent vs. 89 percent for ages 55-64, 87 percent 

for ages 45-54, 83 percent for ages 35-44, and 84 percent for ages 18-34). 

 

 



 

Sample Question from the Survey: “On a scale from A to F, what grade would you give yourself 

in terms of your knowledge about personal finance?” 

 

 

Altogether, these findings showcase the status of U.S. adults who deal with their personal 

finances and their status on debt and saving. It is important to note that younger adults show less 

confidence in their ability to effectively allocate their income. These findings can be supported 

by the lack of education in personal finance that could’ve been established in a university setting.  

 

 

 

 

 



Mandell and Klein Conducted Survey 

Lewis Mandell and Linda Schmid Klein conducted research about financial literacy and the 

correlation it has to motivation. The two put out a biannual survey to a stratified random sample 

of high school seniors that gauged their knowledge on financial literacy. It was a multiple-choice 

survey with questions cultivated by financial educators that focused on income, money, spending 

and credit and saving and investing. Their findings show that young adults tend to lack a 

foundational skillset of financial literacy. While the problems in lack of this specific knowledge 

is pertinent with their future financial stability, survey results show consistently low levels of 

financial literacy retention.  

 

To aid in their research, they utilized the 2006 Jump$tart survey data from the national Jump$tart 

Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy to make comparisons with their surveys and come to 

new conclusions about personal financial literacy. Its surveys target high school seniors and test 

their strengths in different areas of financial literacy.  

 

Demographic control variables were taken into account with regards to parental education, race 

and religion. Mandell and Klein utilized data from the 2006 Jump$tart to see if their data 

matched with Jump$tart’s with regards to parental influences. The following table shows that 

aspiration factors that include education, career ambitions, and expected full time income are 

contributions to a person’s financial literacy.  

 

 



 

 

One of the main contenders that play into lack of personal finance literacy is the lack of 

motivation behind students wanting to become more well-versed in financial literacy. While 

classes can be provided to teach students the skills necessary to cultivate a stronger financial 

foundation for their future, the retained knowledge has no benefits if students don’t find a reason 

to effectively implicate the skills learned into their future financial plans. Predetermined notions 

of instantly picking up on financial literacy when you graduate college, begin a professional 

career, and/or begin savings account that build with the start of families is the main reason young 

adults do not take learning the criteria seriously. Mandell and Klein use their findings to 

emphasize the importance of financial literacy.  

 

 

 



Major Repercussions 

Studies have shown that retention lacks in young adults when it comes to personal financial 

literacy. This remains the case even if financial literacy classes are supplied for students to gain 

basic foundations of investing, saving, and financially planning. Regardless of if students take a 

supplementary course, the skillset is more useful and retained when students are put in a situation 

where they practice what they learn. That can be in the setting of investing money, allocating 

money for student debt, etc. Financial literacy is based upon an individual’s understanding of 

how to allocate their money responsibly with regards to the money they save. While the practices 

are standard, it is flexible amongst individual cases.  

 

A lack of financial literacy in an individual entails different outcomes and behaviors that can 

affect themselves as well as the people around them. Specifically, with college students and 

recent graduates, stress and anxiety stems from the uncertainty in how to manage student debt 

and the loans they’ve accumulated. Students who struggle with financial literacy and general 

basics in how to make effective financial choices are susceptible to falling into a state of 

depression that keeps them from being productive in their personal and professional lives. Young 

adults who are not equipped with the basic skillset necessary to make financial choices have 

difficulty in allocating money to make monthly or annual payments, saving for retirement or 

opening up other types of savings’ account, etc. This results in debt accumulating more as time 

progresses and these adults only stand at the cusp of making their own income that can begin 

their financial stability, if that even is the case.  

 

 



Conclusion 

Financial literacy is still important in a variety of areas of society. It can be seen in financial 

service organizations, loans and mortgages, economic health, and even in the classroom. The 

term "financial literacy" refers to the ability to make money. In particular, 

 

Recent college graduates nowadays have a difficult time navigating life after completing their 

undergraduate or graduate education. Finding stability in professional positions, determining 

independence, and managing student loans accrued throughout the years spent in college are all 

challenges. Specifically, the stress that stems from a lack of financial literacy and adequate 

planning causes anxiety and sadness in these young adults, which lasts for long periods of time 

throughout their adulthood. Credit hours are spent during a person's undergraduate studies 

immersing themselves in their chosen major(s) and preparing them for professional positions 

after graduation. Students are rarely afforded the opportunity to master crucial financial literacy 

skills due to hefty workloads and obligations outside of scholastic pursuits. Students are rarely 

afforded the opportunity to master crucial financial literacy skills due to hefty workloads and 

obligations outside of scholastic pursuits. They leave college with little understanding of how to 

handle student debt and effectively allocate their financial resources to other areas such as 

retirement plans, savings accounts, and so on. 
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Abstract

At its inception, computer science was a field for women. However, from the 1960s

onwards, female participation in the field began to fall and the perception of the profession

shifted to highlight a stereotype - geeky, male computer scientists.  This stereotype and other

perceptions of the profession continue to discourage women from participating in computer

science because it creates an environment favoring masculine traits known as masculine

defaults. Women often drop out of the computer science recruitment pipeline because at an

early age, they do not build the same foundational skills in programming as their male

counterparts. This is why increasing female participation in introductory computer science

courses is crucial.

This paper analyzes an introductory computer science course, Advanced Placement (AP)

Computer Science Principles. While College Board, the creator of AP courses, struggled to

attract women in its original computer science course, AP Computer Science A, AP Computer

Science Principles has led to an 136% and above increase of female students (College Board,

2019). This research paper conducts an analysis of AP Computer Science Principles marketing

material to analyze how College Board has advertised the course to encourage more female

participation by changing the perception of an AP Computer Science course through behavioral

nudges. Behavioral nudges are non-intrusive mental pushes that encourage certain behavior, in
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this case these nudges are inclusive nudges as they encourage diversity. Finally, this study

discusses the broader implication these inclusion nudges have on the academic landscape for

computer science.

Keywords: Inclusion nudges, STEM, masculine defaults, gender

Introduction

Computer science is a male dominated field and female participation in the area

continues to plateau. While at its inception there was an abundant amount of interest from

women, stereotypes of lone, geeky programmers and structural inequities that favor males have

led to low female interest. Introductory courses are a crucial gateway for potential computer

scientists as they build foundational knowledge. Introductory courses are often taken by

prospective computer scientists to see if they would be interested in pursuing computer science

(CS) as a career.

A common introductory course for many students in America are College Board’s

Advanced Placement (AP) classes. College Board’s original computer science course, AP

Computer Science A, was the most male dominated exam out of all AP exams (Ericson, 2020). In

order to increase diverse participation, in 2014, the College Board introduced AP Computer

Science Principles (AP CSP). After introducing AP CSP, female participation in CS courses

increased over 136% (College Board, 2019). This research paper seeks to analyze behavioral

nudges in AP CSP’s marketing material in order to investigate why this course and its overall

strategy has changed the perception of CS and appealed to female students.

A brief history of Women in Computer Science
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When computers were first invented, programming was seen as a feminine profession

(Henn, 2014). Articles in magazines like Cosmopolitan Magazine advertised programming as one

of the best opportunities for women. Women were seen as natural programmers because it was

seen as low-skill clerical work (Frink, 2011). At that time computer science was seen less as a

‘science’ requiring critical thinking and more as ‘computing’ which required menial typing skills.

In the late 1960s, computer science began to shift away from a feminine field as the intellectual

challenge of writing code became apparent and male programmers sought to increase the

prestige of the field. ‘Objective’ hiring tools, such as aptitude tests, focused on mathematical

puzzle-solving which favored men (Frink, 2011). Other hiring practices and personality tests

favored a specific type of worker. These tests looked for programmers that “displayed disinterest

in people” and people who disliked “activities involving close personal interaction” (Frink,

2011). It’s these stereotypes that helped create the stereotype of the anti-social computer geek

(Frink, 2011). The stereotype of anti-social, lone programmers became a self fulfilling prophecy

as girls were pushed out of the field just as its prestige began to rise.

The number of women in computer science is now falling, even as the number of

women in other STEM careers rises (Accenture & Girls Who Code, 2016).  Between 1990 and

2017, the percentage of female computer science professionals dropped from 35% to 24%.

According to Girls Who Code, by 2025, the number of women in the computer science

profession could fall even further to 22%. At the current rate, it would take over a century for

balanced gender representation to be achieved in computing jobs. The following graph from

NPR compares gender diversity in CS to other major fields (Henn, 2014):
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Figure 1: Gender Diversity in Computer Science compared to other fields (Henn, 2014)

Inclusion Nudges

Computer science’s diversity issue is deeply seeded in the field. Many decisions in the

hiring, promotion, and education of computer science have led to the continued inclusion

issues. Economics and social psychology for years have helped us better understand how we

make decisions. Kahneman (2011) observed that human beings make decisions via two modes

of thinking: System 1 and System 2. System 1 is the automatic, intuitive thinking which can be

used effortlessly. System 1 inspires creativity, humor, intuition, and empathy. System 1 also

helped us sort people into categories, which instinctively helped us survive but can also lead to

bias. In contrast, System 2 thinking is based on deliberation, analysis, and conscious reasoning.
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Jonathan Haidt (2006), a professor at the University of Virginia, famously used a

metaphor to explain System 1 and 2, the elephant and the rider analogy. System 1, the

automatic and instinctive side, is the elephant and the second, the rational and reflective

system, is the rider. While the rider controls the reins and appears to lead the elephant, the

powerful elephant can always overpower the rider and the rider, even if he chooses to believe

otherwise, cannot force the elephant to go anywhere unless he motivates the elephant (Haidt,

2006).

Many diversity efforts have focused on diversity training and formal inclusion

intervention, but have failed to be effective because they fail to motivate the “elephant.” In

order to motivate diverse change in computer science, the perception of the computer science

field needs to change so that employees, hiring managers, and potential computer scientists are

motivated to move their ‘elephant’ towards more inclusive behavior. This motivation towards

certain behavior is called behavioral nudges which are non-intrusive mental pushes to help the

brain make more objective decisions.  A nudge is a small change made in the context

surrounding a decision in order to help individuals voluntarily make better decisions (Thaler &

Sunstein, 2008). Nudges are subtle and they do not forbid individuals from pursuing their own

preferences. An example of an inclusion nudge for hiring could be “blinding” an application so

that reviewers are unable to be influenced by a candidate’s gender or race (Goldin & Rouse,

2000). Nudges can be used to help encourage women to participate in computer science. While

nudges cannot change the culture itself of CS, it can help reduce some of the stereotypical

perceptions that are detracting women from taking CS courses and applying to CS positions.

Bias in Computer Science
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The System 1 thinking and bias in computer science has led to many aspects which

unconsciously nudge women away from the field. In the following two sections, two aspects of

these deterrents in computer science are explored: masculine defaults and language.

Masculine Defaults

Masculine defaults are a form of bias in which characteristics and behaviors associated

with the male gender role are valued, rewarded, or seen as standard or necessary (Cheryan,

2020). Common male gender roles include analytical, self-promotion, and risk-taking behavior.

While common female gender roles include collaboration, holistic approaches, and

interdependent thinking (see Appendix A). These gender roles have evolved because of a

complicated interplay of biological, sociological, and cultural differences. For example, men are

seen as ‘risk-takers’ because of the more wreckless behavior they engage in such as sex, drug

use, and reckless driving (Cheryan, 2020). While gender norms such as men being more

analytical have evolved because of male dominance in professions requiring critical thinking.

Masculine defaults exist when masculine gender roles are rewarded and seen as the standard

(Cheryan, 2020).

A common example of a masculine default in the classroom is the acceptance of

interruption. If the instructor allows students to simply interrupt to share ideas or ask

questions. However, men are socialized to interrupt more. Even if other female students learn

to purposely interrupt classmates everytime, the classroom has become an environment where

the masculine default of interrupting is the standard (Cheryan, 2020). Any new female students

will struggle as they are being forced to adopt a masculine trait.

Computer science’s image is heavily associated with masculine defaults and as a result, it

disproportionately attracts and rewards men. In 2000, Cheryan, a social psychologist professor
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at the University of Washington, and other researchers conducted a study to test whether the

gender difference is influenced by exposure to environments associated with computer

scientists. Researchers had one classroom filled with stereotypical objects for computer science

such as Star Trek and video games and another filled with objects not considered stereotypically

computer science such as a nature poster and phone books. The study showed that the second

room was enough to boost female undergraduates’ interest in computer science to that of their

male peers and the masculine stereotype room prevented a women’s interest from developing

even when they knew that the environment was populated by other women (Cheryan, 2009).

For schools and universities, this means that the physical environment of computer science labs

may nudge women away from computer science. For example, posters of the Big Bang Theory

or about CEOs like Steve Jobs or Bill Gates may nudge women away from the field as they think

that they do not fit the mold of who a computer scientist should be.

Language

Another way that computer science promotes male defaults is through language.

Researchers at the University of Waterloo analyzed archival and current job recruitment

material to analyze the wording used in different job announcements. The research found that

job advertisements for male-dominated areas utilized more words associated with male

stereotypes, such as leader, competitive, and dominant (Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011).

Potential applicants associated these jobs as having more men in these roles and most

importantly, women found these jobs less appealing. Alternatively, words associated with

female stereotypes, such as support, understanding, and interpersonal, appeared in job

postings across male and female dominated areas (Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011). As such,

companies can use linguistic nudges to encourage more female candidates to apply for
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computing roles. For example, changing "analyze markets to determine appropriate selling

prices," may attract more men than a posting looking for someone who can "understand

markets to establish appropriate selling prices" (Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011).

When computer science professional roles or courses are advertised to students, this

shows that word choice is a very important factor in creating inclusion nudges. Words that are

commonly associated with computer science, such as analyze, may unconsciously be nudging

women away from the field. While certain words, such as ‘analyze’ may have traditionally been

used to describe computer science, using words such as ‘understand’ may help nudge women

to pursue computer science. To nudge women towards computer science, there should be a

more deliberate effort to include words that are inclusive towards women.

An analysis of Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles

Advanced Placement (AP) courses are oftentimes one of the first (and only) academic

introductions and preparation for incoming college students to potential career paths.

Originally, the creators of the AP exam, College Board, created AP Computer Science A which

focused on programming skills and taught students how to code in Java. The course historically

appealed to students who already demonstrated an interest in programming (College Board,

2019). In order to encourage more diverse participation in STEM courses, College Board created

AP Computer Science Principles. AP Computer Science Principles (AP CSP) was specifically

geared towards underrepresented groups and the course was designed to introduce students to

broad computing topics and provide a breadth of applications. In AP CSP, students learn to

create computational artifacts, such as hands on coding projects, and apply these articiats to

solve problems (College Board, 2021).
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In 2014, when AP Computer Science Principles was first introduced, AP Computer

Science A participation was made up of 82% white and Asian students and female students

represented only 20% of AP Computer Science A exam takers. In the three years since the

launch of AP CSP, the number of female students has increased 136%, from 13,328 to 31,458

(College Board, 2019). The number of black students participating in AP CSP has increased 121%

since the inception of the course and the number of Hispanic/Latinx students participating in AP

CSP has increased 125% (College Board, 2019). The following graph made by Professor Barabara

Ericson from University of Michigan shows the growth of gender diversity in AP Computer

Science exams for both courses (Ericson, 2020).

Figure 2: AP Computer Science exams by gender (Ericson, 2020)

Investigation
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College Board’s first AP CS course, AP Computer Science A, may have inadvertently

nudged girls away from taking the course because it emphasized the masculine defaults present

in the course. A course descriptions advertising AP CS A is shown in figure 3 below:

Figure 3: AP Computer Science A course description (College Board, 2021).

The language in the course description emphasizes mathematical analysis and Java

programming and the prerequisites emphasize a strong foundation in algebra. Course units are

named after technical computer science terminology such as array, recursion, and boolean

expressions (College Board, 2021). While this seems like a technically correct way to market an

AP CS course, it can nudge girls away who already are intimidated by the difficult technical

perception of CS.

In order to promote the new CS course, AP CSP, College Board created a marketing

toolkit to advertise the course (figure 4). In this paper, an analysis of the main marketing poster
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for AP CSP was conducted. The imagery and word choice used creates nudges that promote

participation in computer science by minorities, particularly women.

Figure 4: AP Computer Science Principles marketing poster (College Board, 2021)

The following is a summary of some of the major inclusion nudges used in the AP CSP poster. A

lengthier list of nudges from the AP CSP marketing toolkit can be found in Appendix B.

● “Creative Thinkers Wanted”: The title of this poster emphasizes the artistic nature of

computer science. AP art classes typically have a higher percentage of females than

males so this title appeals to students who are looking for an art class. This nudge

changed the perception of the course to be more of an artistic art course, rather than

just a technical programming course. This nudge was also the result of structural change

in the course as AP CSP also has a graded portfolio component which mimics art classes

and allows students to show off their creativity.
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● Collaborative Imagery: The poster shows three diverse students interacting. This

imagery counteracts the typical stereotype of computer scientists being isolated behind

a computer screen.

● Games: Unlike other computer science classes that advertise using male dominated

games like Minecraft, the games highlighted in this poster use fun vibrant colors and are

childhood games that are gender inclusive. This nudge helps change the perception of

CS— it connects both girls and boys with games they are familiar with and emphasizes

the entertainment factor that learning CS is associated with.

● Drawing: The student drawing and paper notebook in the poster highlights the hands-on

nature of computer science. This imagery counteracts the stereotype of computer

science being solely about programming on a computer screen and again emphasizes

the artistic nature of the field.

In contrast to AP CS A, AP CSP’s nudges emphasized the applications of CS. By focusing

on the application, instead of the technical terminology, they were able to highlight the

creativity of computer science. As a result, AP CSP’s marketing helped counteract nudges in AP

CS A which may have been pushing girls away from taking a CS course. The nudges used by AP

CSP’s marketing material change the perception associated with computer science. Once girls

take one CS course, they may feel that they have a stronger foundation to take other CS courses.

This investigation highlights two main ways in which computer science courses can

attract more diverse CS participation:

(1) Separate introductory courses are needed for students in high school and college. One in

which students with some programming experience can learn and one for students with

no prior programming experience. The separate courses creates a safe atmosphere for

students, particularly women who may be hesitant to speak up over male counterparts,

to ask basic programming questions

(2) Communicating the diverse aspects of CS through the marketing material and the

structure of the course. In this case the artistic nature of the field, collaboration, and the

versatility of the application of programming was emphasized in the course promotional

material which reflected the structural changes made to AP CSP.
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The first point is very important as it speaks to dismantling masculine defaults in the

classroom. Earlier in the paper, the masculine default of interrupting was given as an example.

Although all CS courses may not encourage interruption, one introductory CS course for all

students (regardless of programming ability) may unconsciously perpetuate masculine defaults

as instructors praise and give preference to students who already come with some basic

programming knowledge. As a result, students with no programming experience (which is often

minority students) stay silent out of fear of “looking stupid.”

The second point also helps to reduce masculine defaults in computer science by

changing the stereotypes associated with the field. This is particularly important when girls are

young. Many students in high school are just beginning to seriously think about their future

career and by highlighting the versatility of computer science, girls can start to see CS as a

potential career option even if they do not fit the isolated computer geek stereotype. In

combination, both of these points work to reduce masculine defaults which have long since

detracted from female participation in CS.

Implications

In order to increase gender diversity in computer science, schools (including high schools

and universities) need to take an active effort to create inclusive introductory courses, even if it

means creating separate courses for students with and without programming experience.

Harvey-Mudd College, a private STEM focused university in California, had difficulty attracting

and retaining women in their computer science program. In order to increase female

participation in CS, Harvey-Mudd College created a second CS introductory course that was

geared towards students with no programming experience. Students could self-select this new
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course or the original intro course and while the new course had a slower start, they both

ended with the same foundational programming knowledge. In just three years, female

enrollment in CS at the university almost doubled (Alvarado and Dodds, 2010). Harvey-Mudd

College and AP CSP show the benefits of separate CS introductory courses which allow students

with no prior programming experience at all, the safe bubble to ask “stupid” questions.

Moreover, these introductory courses reflect structural change in the field which dispels

masculine defaults and nudges more diverse participation.

Although this investigation primarily focused on nudges implemented through marketing

efforts, some of the nudges examined also reflect structural changes. For example, the artistic

imagery used throughout the AP CSP poster mimics an art class and AP CSP uses a final student

portfolio as part of its grading criteria which is similar to other AP art courses. CS courses

whether in high school or college represent a fundamental touchpoint for students in deciding

their future career path. The importance of actively recruiting diverse students and showcasing

CS as an inclusive and welcoming field for girls cannot be overstated. Moreover, even if students

do not take AP CSP, the marketing material is a small, but crucial, step to dispeling the

perception of masculine defaults that have long been associated with CS.

It is important that high school students begin to think about computer science as a field

that is more than just a lone computer programer behind a screen. Rather nudges could help

change the perception to the view of the field as one more inclusive of opportunities for

women and black, indigenous, and people of color members.

Conclusion
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Although computer science originally started as a female dominated field, a number of

factors have contributed to the perception the field is only for lone, geeky, male computer

programmers. Serious efforts diversity and inclusion needs to be undertaken to increase female

participation in the field. Many women often flee the computer science pipeline due to the

masculine defaults that are present in introductory CS courses when they are first gaining

fundamental knowledge about programming. In this paper, the marketing for the Advanced

Placement Computer Science Principles (AP CSP) was analyzed. The nudges used in their

promotional material, in particular their emphasis on the artistic and collaborative nature of CS,

have helped increase female participation in AP CS courses by changing the perception

associated with CS courses. Other schools, including universities, should mimic these inclusion

nudges in order to make critical strides in increasing gender diversity in computer science.

Inclusion nudges can help open the door to more diverse participation by changing the

perception associated with CS, just as AP Computer Science Principles opened the door for

more high school girls to learn about CS. While there is still much work to be done to make

structural improvement in the field, inclusion nudges can help attract more diverse participation

and change the stereotype associated with the field.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: Male and Female Gender Roles

Characteristics associated with both men and women:

Male Gender Role Female Gender Role

Self-reliant                               Influencing
Assertive                                  Impatient
Independent                           Risk-taking
Competitive                            Separate
Confident                                Self-promoting
Analytical

Nurturing                               Patient
Agreeable                              Adjusting
Interdependent                    Sensitive
Collaborative                         Connected
Modest                                  Other-promoting
Holistic

Source: Cheryan, 2020
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Appendix B: An Analysis of AP CS Principles’ Marketing Material

The following is the main promotional flyer for AP CSP.  After the image is a table analyzing the

inclusion nudges used in the flyer.

Source: College Board, 2021

Nudge Description

“Creative Thinkers
Wanted”

The title of this poster emphasizes the artistic nature of computer science.
AP art classes typically have a higher percentage of females than males so
this title appeals to students who are looking for an art class. This nudge is
not just about the written title as AP CSP also has a graded portfolio
component which mimics art classes and allows students to show off their
creativity.

Collaborative imagery The poster shows three diverse students interacting. This imagery
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counteracts the typical stereotype of computer scientists being isolated
behind a computer screen.

Games Unlike other computer science classes that advertise using male dominated
games like Minecraft, the games highlighted in this poster use fun vibrant
colors and are childhood games that are gender inclusive.

Drawing The student drawing and paper notebook in the poster highlights the
hands-on nature of computer science. This imagery counteracts the
stereotype of computer science just being about programming on a
computer screen and again emphasizes the artistic nature of the field.

The following is a more detailed promotional flyer for AP CSP.  After the image is a table

analyzing the inclusion nudges used in the flyer.
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Source: College Board, 2021

Nudges Description

Objectives Course objectives start with the words — “create” (twice), “program”, and
design. Out of the four objectives, three lead with verbs that are strongly
associated with art. AP Computer Science A (the original AP CS course) used
words that are strongly associated with analyzing (a masculine trait) and
emphasized programming which may have inadvertently nudged girls away

from taking the course (Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011).
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“Beyond Computing” Poster highlights the usefulness of CS beyond just computing. This helps
appeal to students who may not be interested in just the programming
application of CS and helps CS seem like a foundational course for all
students such as math, English, or science.

Diversity of
programming
applications

There are multiple areas on this flyer that highlight the diverse applications
of CS:
● “3-D animation to medicine, fashion, engineering, visual design,

finance, music production, statistical analysis…”
● The three projects created by AP CSP students range in variety

All of this range helps introduce students to the many applications of CS
and shows that it’s much more than programming.
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Appendix C: AP Computer Science Gender Diversity Data

The following is a graph showing gender distribution for AP courses. All credits for the graph go

to Professor Barabara Ericson who has conducted data analysis for AP Computer Science

courses for years.

Source: Ericson, 2020

The following is the data table for the number of students taking AP computer science courses

broken down by gender.

Source: Ericson, 2020
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Appendix D: AP Computer Science Classes

The following table from the College Board shows the differences between AP Computer

Science A and Computer Science Principles.

Source: College Board, 2021
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Abstract

Though standardized cognitive tests are often used as markers of cognitive decline in various

types of dementia, there are still many individuals who report subjective memory complaints

(SMCs), despite falling within the normal range of these standard tests. Current literature

regarding how predictive these SMCs can be in terms of development of later dementia is rather

unclear. Furthermore, the current study seeks to evaluate if SMCs can be predictive of later

cognitive decline and neurodegeneration using longitudinal neurobehavioral data from over 370

elderly participants. While the results seem to point to neurodegeneration at baseline as more

predictive of later dementia symptoms than SMCs, it is still vital to thoroughly evaluate SMCs,

even if the individual has normal cognitive testing scores.

Introduction

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a type of debilitating dementia that typically has a

noticeable onset in late adulthood, although some subtypes can present earlier. There are a wide

variety of symptoms associated with AD, such as memory decline, problematic executive

functioning (planning/decision-making), increased agitation/aggression, sleep disturbances,

hallucinations and delusions, among others (Lanctot et al, 2017). AD is the most common form

of dementia, and is the sixth leading cause of death in the United States (NIH National Institute

on Aging, 2019). Additionally, women are nearly two times as likely to develop Alzheimer’s
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Disease as compared to men (Alzheimer’s Association, 2021; Cavedo et al, 2018). The alarming

morbidity and mortality rates, along with the substantial economic and emotional strain the

disorder places on those afflicted and their caregivers, create a tremendous need to study the

etiology, trajectory, risk factors, and potential (bio)markers of the disorder. The earlier the

disease is identified and treatment/preventative strategies are implemented, the better quality of

life patients with the disorder have (Donovan et al, 2014; Amariglio et al, 2012), making

research into AD extremely active and not underfunded.

There are various neurobiological causes of AD that have already been identified, such as

neurofibrillary tangles and tau buildup (Sepulcre et al, 2013), but among the most prominent is

the accumulation of beta-amyloid in the brain (Lanctot et al, 2017). Some accumulation of

beta-amyloid is typical throughout the lifespan, and can start in the early 20s (Gonneaud et al,

2017). Yet, abnormally high abundance and accumulation rates is associated with a higher risk of

developing AD (Gonneaud et al, 2017).

Recent advances in neuroimaging have provided new ways to quantify normal and

abnormal beta-amyloid presence and accumulation. Even in the early stages of beta-amyloid

accumulation, meaningful patterns of brain changes that may lead to AD-related pathology later

in life can be detected using in vivo scanning such as positron emission tomography (PET;

Sepulcre et al, 2013). More specifically, florbetapir [F18] is a tracer agent that is used in PET

scans to quantify beta-amyloid levels, as it has an extremely high affinity for these plaques in

particular, and has very rapid entry and washout times (Lister-James et al, 2011; Choi et al,

2012). This makes florbetapir-PET scans an ideal methodological candidate for examining how

beta-amyloid levels relate to AD trajectory in elderly populations.
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However, there are other ways beyond psychophysiological scans, which tend to be very

expensive, to examine AD trajectory and risk factors. Standardized cognitive testing, such as

working memory and executive functioning questionnaires, can also be used to determine

abnormal cognitive functioning that could be indicative of AD (Pedro et al, 2016). These tests

are not only used in research, but also often utilized in clinical and diagnostic settings. While

falling within the normal range on these tests is typically not categorized as at risk for AD or

other types of dementia, some research has shown that even small differences in cognitive

performance on standard tests, while an individual remains in the normal range, can be indicative

of amyloid burden that precedes preclinical AD (Hedden et al, 2013). Additionally, somewhere

between 17-50% of elderly individuals who are within the normal range still report subjective

cognitive or memory complaints (SMCs; Pedro et al, 2016; Ellison, 2017), and there is some

evidence that shows individuals with SMCs are at nearly a four times higher risk of developing

later dementia (Tsutsumimoto et al, 2017; Donovan et al, 2014). This suggests that standardized

tests that are commonplace to both research and clinical settings could be missing some early

sign of dementia that individuals themselves notice. Furthermore, these subjective complaints

could be an extremely early indicator of AD-related neuropathology.

It is worth noting that it is still very possible that these SMCs could be exactly as they

sound: subjective. Perhaps they are not necessarily an indicator of dementia, but rather they are

reflective of other characteristics, such as personality or emotion (Terracciano et al, 2014;

D’Iorio et al, 2018). For example, a study by Balash et al (2013) found that both anxiety and

depression, but not objective cognitive performance, were correlated with SMCs. (Although, in

this study, objective cognitive performance was determined based on cognitive testing scores,

and if cognitive testing is not a good measure for true cognitive decline, it may not be surprising
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that cognitive test performance is unrelated to SMCs.) Other studies, such as one by

Szepietowska et al (2019), propose a two-part theory, in which emotion plays just as much of a

role in SMC as true cognitive function does. Specifically, levels of depression may significantly

contribute to the presence and severity of SMC, through having a negative outlook on life (i.e.,

individuals with depression are more pessimistic about their cognitive abilities, resulting in

memory complaints). Yet, even within this study, the authors note that in some cases, true

cognitive ability can begin to outweigh emotional components of SMC, at which point these

complaints do become reflective of declining cognitive functioning that precedes more severe

dementia symptoms. In other cases, mood disorders may exacerbate the progression from SMCs

to more impaired cognitive functioning (Donovan et al, 2014), or make individuals

hypersensitive to possible symptoms of dementia (in the case of anxiety or the “worried well”

individuals), particularly if someone close to them as experienced dementia (Amariglio et al,

2012; Ellison, 2017).

Furthermore, due to the discrepancy of prior literature and the extremely limited prior use

of longitudinal data, the current study seeks to shed light on the impact of SMCs on both

beta-amyloid accumulation rates and rates of change in cognitive ability. In this study, I analyzed

a dataset from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) containing longitudinal

data on beta-amyloid deposition rates/levels (determined from a maximum of 5 florbetapir-PET

scans), memory score rates of change, executive functioning rates of change and APOE4 (a gene

commonly implicated in AD) status in older adults who were cognitively normal and those who

had SMCs. This study intended to explore rates of beta-amyloid deposition, executive

functioning changes, and memory changes in individuals with and without SMC. As this is an

exploratory study, no particular hypotheses were made.
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Methods

Participants

Data from 371 individuals who participated in the ADNI was used, where 103 reported

having SMC, and 104 participants were APOE4 positive. Approximately 52% of the sample was

female. Participants had a mean age of 74.85 years and a standard deviation of 6.68 years at the

time of the first florbetapir-PET scan. At the time of the fifth and final scan, only 48 participants

were scanned with a mean age of 82.18 years and a standard deviation of 7 years.

Materials

Florbetapir-PET scans were used to quantify beta-amyloid burden and accumulation

rates. Cognitive testing scales utilized included the ADNI-EF (a composite executive functioning

scale designed specifically for the ADNI dataset) and the ADNI-Mem (a composite memory

scale designed specifically for the ADNI dataset). Previous studies have assessed the validity and

reliability of these scales (Gibbons et al, 2012; Crane et al, 2012).

Procedure

For specific data collection procedures, please see the ADNI data collection and

procedures website (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/documents/).

Data Analysis

Three separate ANCOVA tests were run in this study in order to determine group

differences in beta-amyloid accumulation, rate of change of executive functioning, and rate of

change of memory. The first ANCOVA examined beta-amyloid accumulation rates, where

http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/documents/
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individuals were split into four groups: cognitively normal (CN) with normal beta-amyloid status

(AB-) at baseline, cognitively normal with abnormal beta-amyloid status (AB+) at baseline,

SMC with normal beta-amyloid status and baseline, and SMC with abnormal beta-amyloid status

at baseline. The second ANCOVA examined rates of change in memory abilities, where

individuals were split into the same four groups. The third and final ANCOVA examined rates of

change of executive functioning, where individuals were again split into the same four groups.

APOE4 status, age, sex, and years of education were controlled for across all analyses.

Results

Beta-Amyloid Accumulation

Results of an ANCOVA

test yielded a significant

interaction between the four

groups, F = 21.27, p < 0.001,

although with a rather small

effect size, η2 = 0.17, even after

controlling for age, sex, APOE4

status, and education level (see

Figure 1). The CN/AB- had a significantly lower accumulation rate than the CN/AB+ group, pbonf

< 0.001 and the SMC/AB+ group, pbonf = 0.01; the CN/AB+ group had significantly higher rates

than the SMC/AB- group, pbonf < 0.001; the SMC/AB- had significantly lower rates than the

SMC/AB+ group, t = -3.66, pbonf = 0.002. Error bars represent standard error.
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Memory

Results of an ANCOVA

test did not yield statistically

significant differences in memory

scores between groups, F =

2.511, p = 0.058 (see Figure 2).

However, there do seem to be

visual differences, particularly between CN/AB+ and both AB- groups, CN/AB- and SMC/AB+,

& CN/AB- and CN/AB+ that may be of practical significance.

Executive Functioning

Similar to the memory

results, the results of an

ANCOVA test did not yield

statistically significant

differences in executive

functioning scores between

groups, F = 2.114, p = 0.098 (see

Figure 2). However, there do seem to be visual differences, particularly between SMC/AB- and

the other groups that may be of practical significance.
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Discussion

In this study, longitudinal data from the ADNI was analyzed to determine what impact

SMC had on beta-amyloid accumulation rates, memory changes and executive functioning

changes in older adults. In terms of beta-amyloid accumulation, while there was a significant

interaction of SMC presence and beta-amyloid status at baseline, it seems that changes in

beta-amyloid accumulation rates could be more reflective of beta-amyloid status at baseline. In

other words, the better predictor of future beta-amyloid accumulation is the amount of

beta-amyloid already present. This is not to say the SMC are irrelevant; they may of course still

play a role, particularly as they have been implicated as extremely early signs of AD in prior

literature (Tsutsumimoto et al, 2017; Pedro et al, 2016). However, SMC may just not play as

large of a role as beta-amyloid itself.

A similar trend to that seen with beta-amyloid accumulation rates emerges in rates of

memory decline. That is, beta-amyloid levels at baseline tend to be more indicative of future

memory decline than SMC do. Yet, it is worth noting that while the memory composite index

used in this study was designed specifically for ADNI data, a conundrum related to that in

Balash et al (2013) becomes apparent with these results. If standardized cognitive testing is

missing something that individuals themselves notice, then perhaps the ADNI-Mem is not the

best measure of memory.

In terms of executive functioning rates of change, a very different pattern is visible. All

groups decreased in executive functioning over time except for the group with SMCs that had

normal levels of beta-amyloid at baseline. Surprisingly, on average, this group’s executive

functioning scores increased over time. There does not appear to be any particularly convincing

explanation as to why this is, yet there are many possibilities. Perhaps individuals in this group
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have begun taking steps to compensate for any subjective cognitive deficits they have started

noticing, such as completing daily brain exercises or eating a healthier diet.

As with any study, this research is not without limitations. For example, the amount of

longitudinal data available was extremely variable for each participant, as only 13% of the

original 371 participants completed the final florbetapir-PET scan. Moreover, certain

participants’ rates of cognitive and beta-amyloid change having a different number of timepoints

to draw from can influence the accuracy of their individual rate of change. Additionally, as this

was not an experimental study, any causal relationships or mechanisms of action that may

explain the results can not be determined. Lastly, the only neurobiological marker for AD used in

this study was beta-amyloid. While this protein is a very potent hallmark of the disorder, future

studies may want to consider examining differences in other neurobiological signs of AD, such

as quantifying tau build-up through flortaucipir-PET scans (Pontecorvo et al, 2017).

In addition, future studies may want to further consider the impact of mood on the

relationship between SMCs and signs of AD. Due to time and logistical constraints in this study,

follow-up analyses were not run on the effects of anxiety, depression, or family history of

dementia, all of which may influence the predictive abilities of SMCs (Ellison, 2017; Donovan et

al, 2014). The effects of anxiety on this relationship may be of particular interest, as most

research has instead focused on depression (Amariglio et al, 2012).

Overall, it is difficult to determine if these results fit with the current literature due to the

innumerable discrepancies in the literature as to whether SMCs are actually predictive of later

dementia symptoms. While this study does not provide overwhelming evidence in favor of the

predictive abilities of SMCs, it is still highly important for patients reporting SMCs to be taken

seriously. There is still a very real possibility that standardized cognitive testing that is currently
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commonplace to both research and clinical settings may not be as sensitive or specific as

previously thought. At minimum, a single testing score takes just one snapshot of a potentially

infinite distribution of possibilities. Though cognitive tests can be incredibly useful and

information under certain circumstances, on occasion there is no better introspective tool than

oneself.
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